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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Humanity is approaching a new era, in which every sphere of our activity will be informed
by big data. The amount of data in the world will continue to grow by 40% every year, from 4.4

1 to 44 zettabytes in 2020 - enough to ll the memory of six stacks of iPads reaching

zettabytes in 2013

from the Earth to the Moon [110].

Leveraging big data has the potential to revolutionize many

areas of human activity, including scientic research, education, healthcare, energy, manufacturing,
environmental science, urban planning, and transportation, just to name a few [111].

Examples

of possible big data innovations may range from safer driving using connected vehicles to better
fraud detection using machine learning, from energy-ecient homes with learning thermostats, to
personalized medicine using wearable devices, from discovering new particles using Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) to saving lives with remotely-monitored pacemakers. In the US healthcare alone,
making use of big data can save an estimated 300 billion dollars annually [112].
However, making these breathtaking innovations a reality requires managing terabytes and
even petabytes of data. For example, an average US company with over 1,000 employees typically
has more than 200 terabytes of stored data [112]. Data are generated by billions of devices, products,
and events, often in real time, in dierent protocols, formats and types. The volume, velocity, and

variety of big data, known as the 3 Vs, present formidable challenges, unmet by the traditional
data management approaches. Big data has become a critical research eld for the coming years.
As a renowned database researcher and a recent Turing Award winner Michael Stonebraker puts it,
I expect big data to be important for a long time to come.
Traditionally, many data analyses have been performed using scientic workows, tools for
formalizing and structuring complex computational processes. A scientic workow provides a formal specication of a scientic process by capturing and streamlining all computational steps. It
can be viewed as a data analysis pipeline, which incorporates a wide range of components, or tasks,
such as data preparation tasks, data mining algorithms, scripts, local and remote software invocations, Web services, visualization tasks, etc. A scientic workow management system (SWFMS)
is a software system that allows users to design, store and execute scientic workows via a userfriendly graphical interface. SWFMS facilitates data analysis and scientic discovery by enabling

1

1 zettabyte = 1 billion terabytes
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domain experts, such as physicists or biologists, to create, run, and manage their complex multi-step
scientic data analyses. SWFMS provides necessary capabilities for managing scientic workows,
including representation, serialization, and storage of workow specications that describe structure
and congurations of workows and their constituent computational components. Other important
functions of a SWFMS include workow composition, typically done via a drag-and-drop graphical
interface, workow verication, scheduling, orchestration, data storage, and workow provenance
collection. SWFMSs are used in a variety of domains, such biology, physics, chemistry, bioinformatics, and earthquake science [108, 109]. The intuitive and user-friendly interface of SWFMSs allows
users with non-technical background to design and execute workows to extract knowledge from
the data.

1.1 Problem Statement
While scientic workows have been used extensively in structuring complex scientic data
analysis processes, little work has been done to enable scientic workows to cope with the three
big data challenges on the one hand, and to leverage the dynamic resource provisioning capability
of cloud computing to analyze big data on the other hand.

1.1.1 Scientic Workow Verication
Scientic workows have been an important paradigm for scientists to structure, integrate
and execute complex multi-step computational pipelines that analyze and extract knowledge from
data. As the volume, velocity, and variety of such data continues to grow, so does the complexity
and size of scientic workows.
We argue that there is a pressing need to develop and implement a scientic workow
verication technique. First, the growing size and complexity of scientic workows, as well as the
increasing heterogeneity of workow components, make it increasingly dicult for users to ensure
that there are no errors in the workow design.

Indeed, when designing a large workow with

dozens or even hundreds of heterogeneous components, the user may struggle to ensure 1) that all
the required data channels are in place, 2) that all the required data products are properly connected
to the appropriate workow components, 3) that there are no dangling input ports, and 4) every
data channel links components that are syntactically compatible with each other, i.e., that the
downstream component is capable of processing the data produced by the upstream component.
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Second, running large-scale scientic workows often involves using large distributed computing
resources, such as clouds [119, 121], whose cost can often be signicant.

Indeed, an execution of

a scientic workow analyzing big data in the cloud may last many hours or even days.

Such

executions are often terminated due to errors, e.g., an incorrect format of input data of one of the
intermediate software components in the workow. Such errors result in a failure to nish execution,
which often requires terminating virtual resources, correcting the errors in the workow design,
provisioning a new set of virtual resources and re-running the entire workow, all of which adds
additional expenses to and increases the time of the scientic experiment. To avoid needless expenses
and to speed up scientic experiments, it is critical to determine whether the workow is correct and
can execute successfully, before provisioning virtual resources and attempting to run the distributed
workow in the cloud. Finally, although several large-scale scientic workow management systems
have been proposed [12, 80, 83], a formal scientic workow verication technique is still missing.

1.1.2 Shimming Techniques in Scientic Workows
The variety of big data results in heterogeneity of data representation formats, data structures, and the increasing number of services, such as WSDL services, with heterogeneous interfaces. Such autonomous third-party services are often composed into scientic workows to perform
eScience experiments to make discoveries in biology, chemistry, and other disciplines. However, very
often, these services and applications are syntactically mismatching or semantically incompatible,
necessitating the use of a special kind of workow components, called shims, to mediate them by
performing appropriate data transformations. The shimming problem has been widely recognized
as an important problem in the community [50, 51], leading to much eorts in the development of
shims [48], shim-aware workow composition [50] and the suggestion of a new discipline called shimology [51]. Shims are ubiquitous, e.g., a study shows that shims constitute as much as 38% of all
components used in bioinformatics workows on a popular myExperiment portal [52]. While shims
are of no signicance to the actual domain problems being solved, shimming requires signicant
eort, shims clutter workow design, and become a distraction from doing some real science [113].
Existing mediation techniques to insert shims have a number of limitations.

First, exist-

ing techniques are not automated and burden users by requiring them to generate transformation
scripts, dene mappings to and from domain ontologies, and even write shimming code [47, 53, 54].

4
We believe these requirements are dicult and make workow design counterproductive for nontechnical users. Second, current approaches produce cluttered workows with many visible shims
that distract users from main workow components that perform useful work.

Workow stud-

ies [52, 55] show that the percentage of shim components in workows registered in myExperiment

2

portal

is at least 30%. These numbers indicate that such explicit shimming tends to make work-

ows cluttered, which further diminishes the usefulness of these techniques. Third, many shimming
techniques only apply under a particular set of circumstances that are hard to guarantee or even
predict. Some approaches (e.g., [47, 53, 58, 59]) apply only when all the right shims are supplied by
Web service providers and are properly annotated beforehand, and/or when required shims can be
generated by automated agents (e.g., XQuery-based shims [58]), which cannot be guaranteed for
any practical class of workows. Such uncertainty makes these techniques unreliable in the eyes of
end users (domain scientists) who need assurance that their workows will run. Finally, while these
eorts resolve structural dierences between complex types of Web services [47, 53, 59], they cannot
mediate simple types, such as Int or Double.
Therefore, there is a pressing need for an automated and transparent approach to component
mediation, or shimming, in order to simplify scientic workow composition and help scientists focus
on solving their domain problems and making discoveries.

1.1.3 Scientic Workow Management in the cloud
Cloud computing oers on-demand access to vast amounts of storage and computing resources and exible pay-per-use pricing model. In the age of big data such unprecedented access
to computing power makes cloud an essential paradigm, as it enables everyone, even small research
teams, to dynamically build virtualized cyberinfrastructures for running their large-scale analytic
workows in order to extract knowledge and value from big data. Without cloud, using big data
would be a privilege only available to a handful of large corporations with massive IT budgets.
In short, it is precisely cloud computing that makes it possible for most researchers and industry
professionals to leverage big data.

2
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Although scientic workows have been frequently utilized to formalize and structure complex data analyses, few attempts were made to enable scientic workows to leverage the elastic
resources oered by cloud computing.
As an example, Fig. 1.1(a) shows a big data scientic workow from the automotive domain.
Yellow and blue boxes represent data and tasks, respectively.

The workow computes driver's

competency from the vehicle data, that records, in small discrete steps, vehicle speed, steering
wheel angle, brake pedal status, etc.

Such information might be useful, for example to improve

safety on the road by detecting incompetent drivers who need more training, or to assign lower
auto insurance rates to safe drivers. As the average adult driver in the US may generate up to
75 gigabytes of such driving data annually, the total amount of data generated in the US may

18 bytes) per year [104, 114].

exceed 14 exabytes (10

Another example, from the astronomy domain,

is a Montage workow shown in Fig. 1.1(b), that reprojects and coadds sky images to create a
mosaic. There are already many terabytes of such image les [115], and the scale of such astronomy
workows will continue to grow. Running these data intensive workows requires using signicant
computing resources oered by the cloud.

Although several scientic workow management systems

Figure 1.1: Scientic workows from the (a) automotive and (b) astronomy domains.
(SWFMSs) have been developed to use cloud resources, most of them are geared either towards a
specic domain, such as Tavaxy for bioinformatics [116], or towards a particular type of workows,
such as SwinDeW-C system for QoS-annotated workows [117]. Besides, existing systems do not
address the bottleneck of moving large datasets between virtual machines during workow execution
in the cloud, which prolongs workow execution due to volume of big data and limited network
bandwidth. Most importantly, a generic system architecture for running big data workows in the
cloud is still missing.

6

1.2 Main Contributions
To address the aforementioned challenges, in this dissertation we make the following contributions:

•

A Formal Approach to Scientic Workow Verication.

We dened a scientic work-

ow model and showed that scientic workows are equivalent to typed lambda calculus
expressions.

We designed an algorithm, called translateWorkow to translate a scientic

workow into an equivalent lambda expression.

Next, we have introduced the notion of

subtyping in scientic workows, along with the subtype relation, and dened a well-typed
workow. Our notion of well-typed workow serves as a formal criterion for verifying scientic
workows, and for knowing whether it is safe to execute a given scientic workow. We have
also designed two algorithms, subtype and typecheckWorkow, that check whether two types
belong to the subtype relation, and whether a workow is well-typed, respectively. We have
implemented all of our proposed models, algorithms, and functions, as well as typed lambda
calculus and type system in our scientic workow management system, called VIEW.

•

A Typetheoretic Approach to the Shimming Problem in Scientic Workows.

We

reduced the shimming problem from the eld of scientic workows to a runtime coercion
problem in the theory of type systems. We dened a function translateS that generates coercions, or shims, that coerce (transform) data products into appropriate target data types.
Next, we dened a function translateT, that translates a workow typing derivation into an
expression, in which subtyping is replaced with runtime coercions, thereby resolving the shimming problem automatically. Finally, we implemented our automated shimming technique,
including all the proposed algorithms, formalisms, and translation functions in our VIEW
system and presented two case studies to validate our approach.

•

A Reference Architecture for Running Big Data Workows in the Cloud.

We

identied the key challenges for running big data workows in the cloud, based on a thorough
literature review and our experience in using the cloud infrastructure. We then proposed a
generic implementation-independent system architecture that addresses these challenges. We
also proposed a data movement technique that leverages Elastic Block Store (EBS) volumes
to transfer data across virtual machines in the cloud.

7
•

DATAVIEW: Big Data Workow Management System.

We developed a cloud-

enabled big data wofklow management system, called DATAVIEW that delivers a specic
implementation of the proposed architecture. To validate our proposed architecture we conducted a case study in which we designed and ran a big data workow in the automotive
domain using the Amazon EC2 cloud environment.

1.3 Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents related work on the
current research in scientic workow verication, shimming techniques, and cloud-enabled workow
system architectures. Chapter 3 presents our proposed technique for scientic workow verication.
Chapter 4 presents our automated approach to shimming in scientic workows. Chapter 5 presents
our proposed reference architecture for running big data workows in the cloud. Chapter 6 presents
our cloud-enabled big data workow management system (BDWFMS), called DATAVIEW, along
with our case study from an automotive domain.

8

CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
The importance of scientic workows for advancing data-intensive science has been widely
recognized by the research community [1,2,4,8891]. This chapter introduces models and techniques
that are most relevant to the approaches and solutions presented in this dissertation, most notably
those concerning workow verication, workow shimming, and workow execution in the cloud.
Workow verication is tightly coupled with the underlying workow model, which serves as a
foundation for reasoning about workows. Therefore, we begin this chapter by discussing various
scientic workow models in Section 2.1.

Next, in Section 2.2 we discuss current approaches to

workow verication. In Section 2.3 we present existing techniques to the shimming problem, which
arises when linking together related but incompatible components.

Finally, we discuss current

approaches to executing scientic workows in cloud environments in Section 2.4.

2.1 Scientic Workow Modeling
Scientic workows [1, 3] facilitate discovery by allowing domain researchers design and
execute complex computational processes, which consist of various local and remote computational
resources, such as Web services, grid services, cloud resources, and local applications. Given the
complexity of such processes, the task of modeling scientic workows becomes a non-trivial one.
In this chapter we present ideas and approaches proposed and used by the research community to
model scientic workows.
Taverna workows [4] are captured using an XML-based workow language, called Simple
Conceptual Unied Flow Language (Scu) [7], which is dened using the computational lambda
calculus. A Scu workow is a network of processors (or nodes) connected using data links. There
may also be input and output ports, as well as coordination constraints for relationships between
processors that are not enforced by data links [8]. [9] formalizes the workow composition using a

sequent calculus. It denes a set of rules by which Taverna workows are composed.
Kepler is a workow management system, that allows scientists to capture workows in
a format that can be easily exchanged, archived, versioned and executed [5, 10]. Kepler is built
on top of Potlemy II system, which focuses on module-oriented, visual programming. Ptolemy II
follows actor-oriented modeling paradigm.
actors, that communicate through ports.

Workow is dened as a composition of independent
Actors are connected to each other via channels.

The
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execution model is dened by the director and is called the model of computation.

There are a

number of models used in Kepler, e.g. Process Networks (PN), Discrete Event systems (DE), etc.
Thus, component interaction is dened by the directors, rather than by actors. Actor's behavior is
thus determined by the model of computation of a director managing a particular composition of
actors (behavioral polymorphism). As described in [11], Ptolemy II (and thus Kepler) also supports
data polimorphism. For instance, PLUS operator may be implemented in a way that enables it to
dynamically choose correct addition (double, integer, oat), given a concrete set of inputs, (or if
inputs are string PLUS operator may even perform concattenation, etc). Another aspect of Kepler
composition is hierarchical modelling. This is achieved using sub-workows (composite actors). A
user can view the content of a sub-workow by right-clicking on its graphical representation and
selecting Look inside.
Pegasus is a workow management system primarily focused on mapping an abstract specicaiton of a scientic workow to the Grid and cloud resources [12]. The abstract workow (AW)
is modeled as Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that captures workow components (called jobs in
Pegasus terminology), their inputs and outputs, and all the data dependencies between the jobs.
The serialization format used in Pegasus for abstract workow is an XML le, termed DAX, that
conforms to the DAX XML schema [13]. Pegasus provides a number of ways for users to create DAX
workow specication. These include composing workow directly, using DAX Schema, using DAX
Python API, and using Chimera system [14] that takes as input partial logical workow descriptions
specied by the user in Virtual Data Language (VDL) [14] and produces an abstract workow specication. Finally, workows can be designed using Composition Analysis Tool (CAT) [15], which
provides an interactive mechanism for scientist to incrementally compose a workow. The tool assists user during the workow composition by making suggestions every step of the way. To achieve
this, the CAT tool relies on knowledge base that consists of Domain and Component Ontologies.
While the former captures the hierarchy of data types involved in the domain, the latter contains
workow components, expressed in terms of their input and output parameters data types. CAT
supports workow components with varying degrees of detail. For instance, while Car-Rental-byAirport workow produces Car-Reservation given an airport and a date, Car-Rental workow does
the same, except that it takes location instead of airport as one of its inputs, which is more generic.
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If during the composition planner nds multiple equally matching components to be inserted in
certain slot of the workow, it suggests adding the most abstract component from that set.

For

example, planner may choose abstract ight reservation service, instead of suggesting a particular
service, such as Expedia or Orbitz. For search and reasoning purposes, the knowledge base supports a set of queries, such as, components (), which returns a set of available components from the
knowledge base. Workow composition is seen as a sequence of steps performed by the user. After
each step the system computes possible next steps and suggest them to the user. To analyze such
partial workows the system utilizes AI planning techniques. Desired end results provided by the
user are the goals of the planning problem. In CAT, each workow is a tuple

<C,

L, I, G> where

C, L, I and G represent workow components, links, initial input components provided by the user
and goals (end-result components). The initial inputs and end-results are treated as components
with no inputs and no outputs respectively. Through this interactive process, user and the system
together search the space of workows, with the goal of moving towards the subspace of correct
workows.

Authors of [15] point out that this interactive semi-automated approach is a balance

between two extremes - manual workow composition (slow, inecient) and fully automated composition (requiring the user to know and specify the exact goals at the very beginning, and leaving
no room for the user to inuence workow design during the composition process).
Vistrails is a system that was designed to support exploratory computational tasks such as
visualization and data analysis [16,92,93,96]. In Vistrails, a workow is composed via graphical user
interface using drag and drop approach. Workows are represented using XML-based language that
species all modules and connections between modules. VisTrails maintain a database of such XML
workow specications, that users can query using XML query language such as XQuery to nd
workows suitable for their tasks [17]. VisTrails workows can be executed by The Vistrail Player
(VP), that takes as input an XML-based specication of the workow.

In a VisTrails workow,

each module may represent simple script, VTK module or web service. Vistrails allows to cluster
workow components into groups and subworkows. Groups and subworkows can be subsequently
used in other workows as building blocks.
Triana is a Problem Solving Environment that provides a user portal for the composition
of scientic applications [18, 19].

According to [20], its distinct feature is the support of both a
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composition environment and a mechanism for the distribution of components.

Triana requires

existence of Triana execution environment on each machine that executes a workow, or part of the
workow. Although Triana uses its own XML-based language to represent workows, it supports
external languages, including BPEL4WS. Each workow consists of components. Each component
is an atomic unit of execution.

A component may be a single algorithm or a process.

Inputs of

a component can be congured to be optional or mandatory. Availability of all mandatory inputs
triggers component execution. Triana provides a graphical interface that allows users to compose
workows by dragging and dropping programming components (referred to as units or tools in
Triana terminology) onto the work surface and connecting them together [20].
Although all the systems described above allow to create and execute scientic workows
in one form or another, each of these tools was developed to address a particular, more specic
need.

This fact resulted in slightly dierent architectures, user interfaces and sets of supported

features.

Taverna, for example was created to help bioinformatics research and support collabo-

ration between domain scientists by allowing them to create and share reusable components.

It

thus provides extensive support for web services, and provides intuitive user-friendly graphical user
interface. VisTrails workow system enables ecient execution of multiple visualization pipelines
and provenance maintenance. Swift, on the other hand, focuses on allowing user to execute complex
computations over large datasets (tens and hundreds of thousands of tasks and data les) on distributed resources. Kepler was designed to be generic enough to support wide variety of workows,
such as knowledge discovery, experiment automation, and experiment managgement and scheduling
on high performance computing (HPC) environments. Kepler provides seamless access to web and
grid services. Pegasus' major focus is on creation large workows with thousands and even millions
of tasks that can be executed in distributed environments, such as grids and clouds.

2.2 Scientic Workow Verication
Workow verication is regarded as an important research direction by the research community [22, 24, 28]. Verication was considered both at the system level, and at the theoretical level.
We now discuss representative works on workow verication.
Scientic Workow Management Systems (SWFMSs) employ a range of techniques to verify
workows.

Pegasus system provides the CAT tool [15] as an interactive means for the user to
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design a workow.

As the user incrementally builds the workow, the tool provides assistance

by detecting errors and making suggestions how to x them.

The errors are detected using the

knowledge base, which consists of Domain and Component Ontologies. During such analysis, the
system takes into account input data provided by the user, component parameter data types, links
between components in the partial workow etc. For search and reasoning purposes, the knowledge
base supports a set of queries, including the following:

•

components (): returns a set of available components from the knowledge base

•

data-types (): returns a set of data types

•

input-parameters (c): returns input parameters of component c

•

output-parameters (c): given a component c, returns a set of output parameters

•

output-parameters (c): given c, returns output patameters

•

executable (c): returns false i c is not an executable component.

•

range (c, p): returns a class dened as the range of parameter p of component c.

•

subsumes (t1,t2): returns true of class t1 subsumes t2 in knowledge base. E.g. subsumes(location,
airport) = true, subsumes(airport,location) = false.

•

component-with-output-data-type (t): returns a set of components such that each comopnent
has at least one output of type t (or one that subsumes t)

•

component-with-input-data-type (t): returns a set of components, such that each component
has at least one input of type t (or one that subsumes t)

The CAT tool considers various workow properties, such as:

•

All inputs of all non-initial components are connected to some other components. In CATterminology such workow is said to be satisifed.

•

Data type of each output is consistent with the input of next component it is connected to.
Such link is said to be consistent.

•

Each component's output is used (directly or indirectly) to produce the end result (in other
words, it contributes to the workow goal, as opposed to doing useless work). Such component
is said to be justied.

•

There is at least one goal dened by the user in the workow, i.e. workow is purposeful.

•

All components in the workow are executable. Such workow is called grounded.
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After each step by the user, the system determines which properties are violated by running an
algorithm, called ErrorScan [15].
[20] discusses Triana problem solving environment. The authors report that programming
units in Triana workows contain type information for every port, that is used to check type compatibility at design type. However, [20] does not discuss how typechecking is performed, i.e. does
not present algorithms or a type system.
Existing theoretical studies focus primarily on control-ow [126, 127], temporal [128], and
authorization constraints [127, 129, 130]. In [21] Cao et al. propose a state Pi calculus which enables
modeling and temporal verication of grid workows. The authors only focus on the temporal properties verications on the grid scientic workows. Choi et al. [22] presented a structural verication
approach for cyclic workow models by means of acyclic decomposition and loop reduction.
While the above works discuss workow verication based on the user-dened goals [15],
temporal constraints [21], and structural properties [15, 22], more research is needed to formally
dene and reason about well-typedness of scientic workows.

In addition, algorithms to verify

such well-typedness are needed to ensure successful workow execution.

2.3 Shimming Techniques in Scientic Workows
The variety of big data results in heterogeneity of data representation formats, data structures, and the increasing number of services, such as WSDL services, with heterogeneous interfaces. Such autonomous third-party services are often composed into scientic workows to perform
eScience experiments to make discoveries in biology, chemistry, and other disciplines. This process,
called workow composition, plays a key role in the elds of scientic workows [23, 25, 26, 94] and
services computing [27, 2932]. However, very often, these services and applications are syntactically mismatching or semantically incompatible, necessitating the use of a special kind of workow
components, called shims, to mediate them by performing appropriate data transformations. The
shimming problem has been widely recognized as an important problem in the community [4351],
leading to much eorts in the development of shims [48], shim-aware workow composition [50]
and the suggestion of a new discipline called shimology [51]. Shims are ubiquitous, e.g., a study
shows that shims constitute as much as 38% of all components used in bioinformatics workows on
a popular myExperiment portal [52]. While shims are of no signicance to the actual domain prob-
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lems being solved, shimming requires signicant eort, shims clutter workow design, and become
a distraction for the user.
Some researchers have developed techniques to resolve Web services protocol mismatches [43,
56, 57]. These mismatches occur when the permitted sets of messages and/or their order dier in the
protocols of Web services that are connected together. While such techniques focus on reconciling
behavioral dierences between Web services, (e.g., dierences in number and/or order of messages)
our work focuses on resolving the interface dierences (e.g., dierent types of inputs/outputs).
Another category of mediation techniques relies on semantic annotations in Web Services
as well as domain models. For example, authors of [47, 53, 58] develop shims that transform XML
documents whose elements are associated with semantic domain concepts, expressed in languages,
such as OWL. Sellami et al. [59] address the shimming problem by using semantic annotations of
Web services to nd shims. Besides requiring composed Web services to be semantically annotated,
this approach also expects Web service providers to supply all the necessary shims that are also
annotated.

Another important research direction is mediating partially compatible Web services

whose interaction patterns do not t each other exactly [65]. Finally, Web service composition can
be facilitated by leveraging various formalisms, such as Petri Nets [60].
In contrast to [47, 53,58, 59], our work focuses on the syntactic layer rather than the semantic
layer, and relies solely on data types dened in WSDL schema.

It applies regardless of whether

semantic information was provided or not. Nonetheless, integrating our shimming technique would
benet the semantics-based solutions. Existing scientic workow systems [6164] provide limited
shimming capabilities i.e. shimming is either explicit or requires additional workow conguration.
None of the above approaches (1) guarantees an automated solution with no human involvement, (2) makes shims invisible in the workow, (3) provides a solution for arbitrary workows
(even within some well-dened class), (4) applies to both primitive and structured types.
Lin et al. [46] present a primitive workow model and a workow specication language
that allows hiding shims inside task specications.

This work improves the technique presented

in [46] by proposing an approach that determines where a shim needs to be placed in the workow,
and inserts appropriate coercion in the workow expression. Specically, we choose typed lambda
calculus [66] to represent workows which is naturally suitable for dataow modeling due to its
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functional characteristics [67]. While recognizing the importance of shims, [67] does not address the
shimming problem. We formalize coercion in scientic workows with typetheoretic rigor [66, 68].
Existing typechecking techniques apply in contexts other than scientic workows, e.g., HindleyMilner algorithm [69] requires typed prex to typecheck expressions with polymorphic types (not
used in workows) and therefore cannot be directly applied to typecheck workow expressions. We
present a concrete fully algorithmic solution and demonstrate its application to the specic workow
type system with primitive and structured (XSD) types.
Reasoning about typing and subtyping could potentially be accomplished with other formalisms, such as Datalog rules [70]. However, because Datalog is a declarative language, it might be
challenging to use it for multi-step shimming procedures for converting objects to their target data
types. Lambda calculus, on the other hand, allows to automatically generate multi-step coercion
procedure given the two data types.

2.4 Scientic Workow Management in the Cloud
Cloud computing oers on-demand access to vast amounts of storage and computing resources and exible pay-per-use pricing model. In the age of big data such unprecedented access
to computing power makes cloud an essential paradigm, as it enables everyone, even small research
teams, to dynamically build virtualized cyberinfrastructures for running their large-scale analytic
workows in order to extract knowledge and value from big data. Without cloud, using big data
would be a privilege only available to a handful of large corporations with massive IT budgets.
In short, it is precisely cloud computing that makes it possible for most researchers and industry
professionals to leverage big data.
The need to utilize cloud computing to run scientic workows has been widely recognized
by the scientic community [7174]. Many researchers studied and conrmed the feasibility of using
cloud computing for e-science from both cost [75] and performance perspectives [76, 77].
In [78], E. Deelman describes mapping workows onto grid resources, discusses various
techniques for improving performance and reliability, and reects on their use in the cloud. Zhao
et al.

discuss various challenges for running scientic workows in the Cloud as well as identify

research directions in this area [71]. Ostermann and Prodan [79] analyze the problem of provisioning
Cloud instances to large scientic workows, and show how Spot instances can be used for scientic
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workow execution. Juve et al. examine the performance and cost of clouds when executing scientic
workow applications, and consider three dierent workows of dierent I/O, Memory, and CPU
intensity.
A number of eorts were made towards building systems for running scientic workows in
the cloud. In [80], Vöckler et al. demonstrate that the Condor system and the DAGMan engine,
originally developed for running jobs in the grid environment can also be extended to run workows
in the cloud. In [81], Wu et al. focus on QoS-constraint based scheduling of workows in clouds.
The authors discuss at high level the architecture of their system running in a simulated cloud.
Oliveira et al. [82] present SciCumulus, a cloud middleware that explores parameter sweep and
data fragmentation parallelism in scientic workow activities. The authors present a conceptual
architecture geared towards parameter sweep and data fragmentation and run their system in the
simulated cloud. In [83] Abouelhoda et al. propose a system called Tavaxy that allows seamless
integration of the Taverna system with Galaxy workows based on hierarchical workows and
workow patterns.
workows.

Tavaxy has an interface to set up a cluster in AWS cloud and use it to run

Wang et al. [84] report preliminary work and experiences of enabling the interaction

between Kepler SWFMS and the EC2 cloud. In [85], Vahi et al. discuss usage of object stores and
shared le systems for managing data products in big data scientic workows.
While these solutions provide some insights into development of SWFMSs in the cloud,
they are often geared towards particular domains such as bioinformatics [83, 86], astronomy [80],
or can run workows of particular kinds such as parameter sweep workows [82] or QoS-annotated
workows [81]. Besides, many systems provide limited support for resource provisioning either by
depending on a third party software to choose and provision virtual resources [78, 87] or user to do
the provisioning manually [78, 80]. Finally, such systems are often congured to work with specic
cloud [84] or simulated environments [82, 95].
These solutions, many of which are ad hoc in nature, do not address the breadth of challenges
that we identify. There is a pressing need for a generic, implementation- and platform-independent
architectural solution that would address the cloud-related challenges for building cloud-enabled
BDWFMSs.
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CHAPTER 3: SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW VERIFICATION
Scientic workows have been widely used for structuring and streamlining scientic data
analyses and for attaining discoveries.

One of the most important steps for ensuring successful

workow execution is verifying that the workow is correct. With the growing size and complexity
of scientic workows, it becomes increasingly important to enable SWFMSs to intelligently assist
users by detecting and pointing out errors in workow design. In addition, many scientic workows
that analyze big data require substantial amounts of virtual cloud resources, acquired on the payper-use basis. Therefore, to avoid unnecessary expenses, it is critical to ensure that the workow is
correct, before provisioning large computing resources and running the workow. In this chapter, we
rst present our scientic workow model in Section 3.1. Next, in Section 3.2 we discuss workow
expressions that we use as a formal framework to reason about the behavior of scientic workows.
We then discuss our type system for scientic workows in Section 3.3, and the notion of subtyping in
Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we present our approach to typechecking scientic workows. Section 3.6
concludes this chapter.

3.1 Scientic Workow Model
Scientic workows consist of one or more computational components connected to each
other and possibly to some input data products.

Each of these components can be viewed as a

black box with well dened input and output ports.
primitive or composite.

Each component is also a workow, either

Primitive workows are bound to executable components, such as Web

services, scripts, or high performance computing (HPC) services and are viewed as atomic blocks.
Composite workows consist of multiple building blocks connected via data channels. Each of the
building blocks can be either a workow or a data product. We now formalize our scientic workow
model.

Denition 3.1.1 (Port).

A port is a pair (id, type ) consisting of a unique identier and a data

type associated with this port. We denote input and output ports as ipi :Ti and opj :Tj , respectively,
where ipi and opj are identiers, and Ti and Tj are port types.

Denition 3.1.2 (Data product).

A data product is a triple (id, value, type ) consisting of a

unique identier, a value and a type associated with this data product.

We denote each data

product as dpi :Ti , where dpi is the identier, and Ti is the type of the data product.
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Given a workow W, and the set of its constituent workows W*, we use W.pj to denote
port pj of W (be it input or output port) and W.W*.IP (W.W*.OP ) to represent the union of sets
of input (output) ports of all constituent workows of W. Whenever it is clear from the context we
omit the leading  W.. Formally,

W*.IP = { ipi

|

∈

ipi

|

W*.OP = { opk

opk

Wj .IP, Wj

∈

∈

W* }

Wl .OP, Wl

Denition 3.1.3 (Scientic workow).

∈

W* }

A scientic workow W is a 9-tuple (id, IP, OP, W*,

DP, DCin , DCout , DCmid , DCidp ), where
1. id is a unique identier,
2. IP = {ip0 , ip1 , ..., ipn } is an ordered set of input ports,
3. OP = {op0 , op1 ,..., opm } is an ordered set of output ports,
4. W* = {W0 , W1 , ..., Wp } is a set of constituent workows used in W. Each Wi

∈

W* is

another 9-tuple,
5. DP = {dp0 , dp1 , ..., dpq } is a set of data products,
6. DCin : IP

→

W*.IP is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping. DCin is a set of ordered

pairs:

DCin

⊆

{(ipi , ipk )

|

ipi

∈

IP, ipk

∈

Wj .IP, Wj

∈

W* }.

That is, each pair in DCin represents a data channel connecting input port ipi
input port ipk of some component Wj
7. DCout :

W*.OP

→

∈

∈

IP to an

W*.

OP is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping.

DCout is a set of

ordered pairs:

DCout

∈

{(opj , opk )

|

opj

∈

Wi .OP, Wi

∈

W*, opk

∈

OP }.

That is, each pair in DCout represents a data channel connecting output port opj of some
component Wi

∈

8. DCmid : W*.OP

W* to an output port opk

→

∈

OP.

W*.IP is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping. DCmid is a set of

ordered pairs:

DCmid

⊆

{(opj , ipk )

|

opj

∈

Wl .OP, ipk

∈

Wm .IP, Wl , Wm

∈

W* }.

That is, each pair in DCmid represents a data channel connecting an output port opj of some
component Wl

∈

W* with an input port ipk of another component Wm

∈

W*.
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Figure 3.1: Examples of scientic workows (Wa , Wb , ..., Wg ).
9. DCidp : DP

→ W*.IP

is an inverse-functional one-to-many mapping. DCidp is a set of ordered

pairs:

DCidp

⊆ {(dpi , ipk ) | dpi ∈ DP, ipk ∈ Wj .IP, Wj ∈ W* }.

a data channel that connects a data product dpi
component Wj

∈

∈

That is, each pair in DCidp represents

DP to the input port dpi

∈

DP of some

W*.

To enhance readability, we provide a visual reference in Fig. 3.1. The gure shows seven
representative workows that we will refer to in this paper as Wa , Wb , Wc , Wd , We , Wf , and Wg ,
respectively. These seven workows use other workows as their building blocks. Such constituent
workows are shown as blue boxes with their ids written inside each box. Ports appear as red pins
pointing right (input) or left (output). Data products are shown as yellow boxes with their values
placed inside (e.g., true in Wa in Fig. 3.1). Because the order of input arguments of a workow
matters (e.g., Divide workow in Wf in Fig. 3.1), we use ordered set IP to store a list of input ports.
The term data channel refers to a wire, connecting a workow port to a data product or to another
port. All entities from the set DCin

∪

DCmid

∪

DCout

∪

DCidp are data channels.

Each workow can be represented as a lambda expression. To simplify lambda expressions,
we focus on workows with a single output port. We are currently extending our approach to allow
set OP with a cardinality greater than one. Our denition requires that every workow and every
data product has a unique id. For simplicity we also require that for any workow W, all ports of

W and all ports of all workows in W* have unique ids.
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We model workow Wd in Fig. 3.1 as a 9-tuple, where id =  Wd , IP =

∅,

OP ={(op9 ,

Float )}, W* = {Mean, Sqrt }, DP = {(dp0 , 3, Int ), (dp1 , 5, Int ), (dp2 , 4, Int )}, DCin =

∅,

DCout

= {((Sqrt, op8 ), op9 )}, DCmid = {((Mean, op6 ), (Sqrt, ip7 ))}, DCidp = {(dp0 , (Mean, ip3 )), (dp1 ,
(Mean, ip4 )), (dp2 , (Mean, ip5 ))}. Workow We , on the other hand does not have concrete input
data products connected to its inputs. We model it using 9-tuple with id =  We , IP = {(ip0 , Int ),
(ip1 , Int ), (ip2 , Int )}, OP = {(op9 , Double )}, W* = {Mean, Sqrt }, DP =

∅,

DCin = {( ip0 , (Mean,

ip3 )), (ip1 , (Mean, ip4 )), (ip2 , (Mean, ip5 ))}, DCout = {((Sqrt, op8 ), op9 )}, DCmid = {((Mean, op6 ),
(Sqrt, ip7 ))}, DCidp =

∅.

Denition 3.1.4 (Primitive workow).

A workow W is primitive if and only if it has both

input and output ports, and W has neither constituent components, nor data products, nor data
channels. Formally, W is primitive i

W.IP
=

6= ∅ ∧

W.OP

6= ∅ ∧

W.W* = W.DP = W.DCin = W.DCout = W.DCmid = W.DCidp

∅.
We use isPrimitiveWF(W) to denote the above predicate.
Intuitively, primitive workow is a black box with inputs and outputs and that represents an

atomic component (e.g., a Web service). Workows such as WS1 , WS2 , Not, Increment, Decrement,

Sqrt, Square, Mean, and Divide in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 4.1 are primitive.

Denition 3.1.5 (Composite workow). A workow W
least one reusable component (i.e. W.W*

is composite if and only if it contains at

6= ∅) connected to ports and/or data products.

Formally,

W is composite i
(W.W*

W.OP

6= ∅ ∧

6= ∅ ∧

W.DP

W.IP

6= ∅ ∧

6= ∅ ∧

W.OP

W.DCidp

6= ∅ ∧

6= ∅ ∧

W.DCin

W.DCout

6= ∅ ∧

W.DCout

6= ∅) ∨

(W.W*

6= ∅ ∧

6= ∅)

We use isComposite(W) to denote the above predicate. All workows in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 4.1
are composite.
Intuitively, reusable workows are primitive or composite tasks that can be reused as building
blocks of more complex workows. They are not executable as at least some of their input ports
are not bound. Workows Wb , We and Wg in Fig. 3.1 are reusable. Workow Wb is reused inside

Wc . Executable workows, on the other hand have all input data needed to perform computation.
Workows Ws , Wa , Wc , Wd , and Wf in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 3.1 are executable.

Each executable
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workow must contain at least one component and one data product connected to it. Thus, every
executable workow is composite. The opposite is not true, as composite workow may be reusable
(e.g., Wb ), i.e. have input port(s) instead of concrete data product(s).
The above scientic workow model is serialized using a Scientic Worfklow Language. The
XML schema of the latest version of the Scientic Worfklow Language (SWL 2.0) is shown in
Appendix C. For example, the complete SWL specication of the workow Wa discussed earlier
(Fig. 3.1) is shown in Fig. 3.2.

<workflowSpec>
<workflow name="NotIncrement">
<workflowBody mode="graph-based">
<workflowGraph>
<workflowInstances>
<workflowInstance id="NOT15">
<workflow>
NOT</workflow>
</workflowInstance>
<workflowInstance id="Increment19">
<workflow>
Increment</workflow>
</workflowInstance>
</workflowInstances>
<dataChannels>
<dataChannel from="NOT15.o1" to="Increment19.i1"/>
</dataChannels>
</workflowGraph>
<dataProductsToPorts>
<inputDP2PortMapping from="true" to="NOT15.i1"/>
<outputDP2PortMapping from="Increment19.o1"
to="outputDP0"/>
</dataProductsToPorts>
</workflowBody>
</workflow>
</workflowSpec>

Figure 3.2: The SWL specication of the workow Wa .

3.2 Workow Expressions
We rely on simply typed lambda calculus [66] enriched with a set of primitive types as
a formal framework to reason about the behavior of workows. For example, expression  λx:Int.

Increment x  is a function, or abstraction, that takes one integer argument, and returns its value
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increased by 1. x is the abstraction name and  Increment x  is the expression of this abstraction.
The expression  Increment 3  is an application, which evaluates to 4.

Denition 3.2.1 (Workow expression).

Given a workow W, its expression expr is a lambda

expression that represents computation performed by W. If W is reusable, expr is an abstraction.
If W is executable, expr is an application.
We now present our translateWorkow function outlined in Algorithm 1, that given a workow W, translates it into an equivalent lambda expression which performs the same computations
and produces the same result as W.
We assume that workow diagrams are drawn horizontally with data owing from left to
right (see Fig. 4.1, 3.1).

Given a workow W, our translateWorkow algorithm translates com-

ponents in W into lambda functions, and builds an expression whose structure corresponds to
composition of components in W. Each connection between two components becomes a lambda
application.
We accomodate workows nested inside each other to arbitrary degree via recursive calls
to translateWorkow function that translates all sub-workows at each level of nesting (depth-wise
translation). We translate arbitrary workow compositions within the same level of nesting (at
compositions) by recursively calling the getInputExpression function outlined in Algorithm 2, that
iterates over and translates all the connected components by backtracking along the data channels
from right to left (breadth-wise translation).
Thus, our two algorithms together cover the full range of possible workow structures. We
now provide a walk-through example by translating of Wd into an equivalent lambda expression.

Example 3.2.2 (Translating workow Wd into an equivalent lambda expression).
Consider a workow Wd in Fig. 3.1. When the function translateWorkow(Wd ) is called, it
rst checks whether Wd is primitive, and because it is not, the else clause is executed (lines 5-34).

translateWorkow rst determines that the component producing nal result of the entire workow
Wd is Sqrt and stores it in the componentProducingFinalRes variable (line 14). Next, because Sqrt
has a single input, for loop in lines 19-21 executes once, calling the function getInputExpression(Wd ,

Sqrt, ip7 ), whose output (Mean dp0 dp1 dp2 ) is stored into a string listOfArguments.

Next,

translateWorkow checks whether Wd is reusable (line 22), and because it is not, it returns the
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application of workow expression for the Sqrt component to the list of arguments obtained earlier
(line 32). Since Sqrt is a primitive workow, translateWorkow(Sqrt) returns its name  Sqrt . Thus,
the nal result of the translation is  Sqrt (Mean dp0 dp1 dp2 ) .

Example 3.2.3 (lambda expressions for workows Ws , Wa , Wb ,..., Wg ).

We pro-

vide lambda expressions obtained by calling our translateWorkow algorithm on each workow
in Fig. 4.1, 3.1:

Ws : WS2 (WS1 dp0 )
Wa : Increment (Not dp0 )
Wb :

λx0 :Bool.

Increment (Not x0 )

Wc : Wb dp0 = (λx0 :Bool. Increment (Not x0 )) dp0
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Wd : Sqrt (Mean dp0 dp1 dp2 )
We :

λx0 :Int. λx1 :Int. λx2 :Int.

(Sqrt (Mean x0 x1 x2 ))

Wf : Divide (Increment (Square dp0 )) (Decrement (Square dp0 ))
Wg :

λx0 :Int.

Divide (Increment (Square x0 )) (Decrement (Square x0 ))

Note that executable workows (Ws , Wa , Wc , Wd , Wf ) are translated into lambda applications, whereas reusable ones (Wb , We , Wg ) into lambda abstractions. Ports are translated into
variables, e.g., port ip0 appears as x0 in the corresponding expression. We require that the workow
expression is at, i.e.

constituent componentsâ id's are replaced with their translations (see

expression for Wc ). Thus, a workow expression only contains port variables, names of primitive
workows, and data products.

3.3 Type System for Scientic Workows
For interoperability, we adopt the type system dened in the XML Schema language specication [101]. This allows us to mediate WSDL-based Web services since their input and output
types are described in WSDL documents according to the XSD format. While our approach can
accommodate all types dened in [101], in this paper we focus on the set of types that are most
relevant to the scientic workow domain.

T ::= TPRIM

|

TXSD

TPRIM ::= String

|

|

→

Decimal

|

NonNegativeInteger

|

UnsignedByte

|

Bool

|

T

|

T

|

Integer

|

UnsignedLong

Double

TXSD ::= { e : TPRIM }

|

|

NonPositiveInteger

|

UnsignedInt

PositiveInteger

{ e : TXSDi

|

Float

i = 1 ... n

|

|

|

NegativeInteger

UnsignedShort

Long

|

Int

|

Short

|
|

Byte

}

In our approach we allow primitive types (TPRIM ), XSD types (TXSD ), and arrow types (T

→

T ). A primitive type, such as Int or Boolean describes an atomic value. An XSD Type consists

of an element name e and either a primitive type or an ordered set of other XSD types.

Example 3.3.1 (XSD Type).

Consider an XML document dphd shown in Fig. 3.3 (top left)

3

. We denote its XSD type as Tphd , consisting of a name gradStudent and an ordered set of three

3

Although the two documents in Fig. 3.3 do not come from the scientic workow domain, we use them
here to improve readability
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children, each of which is another XSD type: {major:String }, {gpa:Float }, and {dissertTitle:String },
(see Fig. 3.3). The rst child has a name major and a type String.

Figure 3.3: Two sample XSD types.
In this work, we adhere to such notation for describing XSD types due to its conciseness
compared to traditional XML Schema syntax. To improve readability, when discussing nested XSD
types we omit curly braces at some levels of nesting. For simplicity, we focus on XML elements and
do not explicitly model attributes. Since in XML each attribute belongs to a parent element, it can
be viewed as a special case of an element without children.
The type constructor

→

is right-associative, i.e. the expression T1 →T2 →T3 is equivalent

with T1 →(T2 →T3 ). This type constructor is useful in dening types of reusable workows. For
example, the workow Wb is of type Bool→Int, since it expects boolean value as input and produces
an integer value as output.

Workow W3 has the type Int→Int→Int

→Double.

The type of an

executable workow is simply the type of its output, e.g., type of Wa is Int.
We have incorporated the proposed type system in the Data Product Language (DPL 2.0),
which we use to serialize data product in the XML format. The XML schema of DPL 2.0 is shown
in Appendix D.
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3.4 Subtyping in Scientic Workows
We now introduce the notion of subtyping which is based on the fact that some types
describe larger sets of values than others. For example, while the type Int describes whole numbers
in the range [-2,147,483,648, 2,147,483,647], the type Decimal describes innite set of whole numbers
multiplied by non-positive power of ten [101]. Thus, the set of values associated with the type Int is
a subset of values associated with the type Decimal, or, in other words, the type Decimal describes
larger set of values than Int does.

Therefore, it is safe to pass an Int argument to a workow

expecting a Decimal value as input.
Intuitively, given two types S and T, S is a subtype of T (denoted S

<:

T ), if all values of

type S form a subset of values of type T. For the reader's convenience, Table 3.1 summarizes type
denitions for the primitive types, as dened in the XML Schema language specication [101]. We
use

Z

to denote a set of all integers, i.e., {..., -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, ...}, a commonly accepted notation.

While [101] includes positive and negative innity in value spaces of Double and Float, we omit
them in our type system since they are not encountered in practical workow executions. We also
leave out special cases such as not-a-number (NaN) values.
Based on the type denitions adopted from [101] summarized here in Table 3.1, we dene
a set of inference rules specifying subtype relationships between primitive types. For example, it
is easy to see from Table 3.1, that the set of Byte values is a subset of Short values, yielding a
rule Byte

<:

Short.

Fig. 3.4 shows a directed acyclic graph (DAG) that visualizes the subtype

relationships (edges) between primitive types (nodes).

A type S is a subtype of T if and only if

there is a path from the node S to the node T. Thus, each edge in the subtyping DAG represent a
subtyping inference rule.
Similar intuition about subtyping applies to the structured types, such as XSD types. All the
documents of the type {a:Int } form a subset of documents associated with the type {a:Decimal }.
Consider the two two XML documents shown in Fig. 3.3. The type Tphd describes a set of XML
documents with the root element gradStudent that has at least three children named major, gpa
and dissertTitle of types String, Float and String respectively. Type Tgrad on the other hand is less
demanding as it requires only two child elements (major and gpa). Because Tphd is more specic,
documents described by it form a subset of documents described by Tgrad , as shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Table 3.1:
Data type

String
Decimal
Integer
NonPositiveInteger
NegativeInteger
NonNegativeInteger
PositiveInteger

A summary of primitive data types, adopted from [101].

Denition

Range

set of nite-length sequences of characters

N/A

{a | a = i × 10−n , i ∈ Z, n ∈ Z, and

n ≥ 0}

(-∞; +∞)

Z

{a | a ∈ Z, and

a ≤ 0}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a < 0}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a ≥ 0}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a > 0}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a ≥ 0,
and a ≤ 18446744073709551615}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a ≥ 0, and a ≤ 4294967295}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a ≥ 0, and a ≤ 65535}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a ≥ 0, and a ≤ 255}
{a = m × 2e , m ∈ Z, |m | < 253 , e ∈ Z,
and e ∈ [-1075; 970]}
{a = m × 2e , m ∈ Z, |m | < 224 , e ∈ Z,
and e ∈ [-149; 104]}
{a | a ∈ Z, and a ≥ -9223372036854775808,
and a ≤ 9223372036854775807}
{a ∈ Z, and a ≥ -2147483648,
and a ≤ 2147483647}
{a ∈ Z, and a ≥ -32768, and a ≤ 32767}
{a ∈ Z, and a ≥ -128, and a ≤ 127}

UnsignedLong
UnsignedInt
UnsignedShort
UnsignedByte
Double
Float
Long
Int
Short
Byte
Bool

(-∞; +∞)

{true, false}

(-∞; 0]
(-∞; 0)
[0; ∞)
(0; ∞)
[0; 18446744073709551615]
[0; 4294967295]
[0; 65535]
[0; 255]
≈ [-1.798 × 10

308

;

1.798 × 10 308 ]
≈ [-3.402 × 10
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;

3.402 × 10 38 ]
[-9223372036854775808;
9223372036854775807]
[-2147483648; 2147483647]
[-32768, 32767]
[-128, 127]
[0; 1]

Thus, it is safe to pass an argument of type Tphd to a workow expecting an input of type Tgrad
since it will contain all the data needed by this workow plus some extra, which can be ignored.
More generally, an XSD type S is a subtype of another XSD type T (denoted S

<:

T ), if

S 's children form a superset of T 's children. Besides, if for each pair of corresponding children of
S and T cs and ct , cs
Decimal, Tphd

<:

<:

ct is true, then S

<:

T still holds. For example, if Tgrad .gpa was of type

Tgrad would still be true since Float

<:

Decimal.
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String

Decimal (-

;

)

Double ~[-1.8*10308; 1.8*10308]
Integer (-

NonPositiveInteger (-

;

)

Float ~[-3.4*1038; 3.4*1038]

NonNegativeInteger [0;

; 0]

)

Long ~[-9.2*1018; 9.2*1018]
UnsignedLong ~[0; 1.8*1019]
NegativeInteger (-

PositiveInteger [1;

)

; -1]

Int ~[-2.1*109; 2.1*109]
UnsignedInt ~[0; 4.3*109]

Short [-32768; 32767]

UnsignedShort [0; 65535]

UnsignedByte [0; 255]

Byte [-128; 128]

Bool [0; 1]

Figure 3.4: The subtyping DAG.
Such view of subtyping, based on the subset semantics, is called the principle of safe substitution. Workows Ws , Wa , Wb , and We in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 4.1 are composed by this principle.
We formalize the subtype relation as a set of inference rules used to derive statements of
the form S

<:

T, pronounced  S is a subtype of T , or  T is a supertype of S , or  T subsumes S ,

where S and T are two types.
As shown in Fig. 3.5, the rst two rules (S-Refl and S-Trans) state that the subtype
relation is reexive and transitive.
They are then followed by a set of rules for primitive data types (collectively labeled S-Prim)
derived from the hierarchy presented in [101]. As Bool type is less descriptive than Byte (true and
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T
S

<: U U <: T
S <: T

Decimal

<: String

NonPositiveInteger
NegativeInteger

<: Integer

<: NonPositiveInteger
<: Integer

Long
Int

<: Long

Short

<: Int

Byte

<: Short

Bool

<: Byte
<: Decimal

Double

<: Double

Float

Long

<: Float

UnsignedInt

(S-Prim)

<: Long

UnsignedShort
UnsignedByte
Bool

(S-Trans)

<: Decimal

Integer

<: Int

<: Short

<: UnsignedByte

NonNegativeInteger
UnsignedLong

<: UnsignedLong

UnsignedShort
UnsignedByte

<: UnsignedInt

<: UnsignedShort

UnsignedLong
PositiveInteger

<: Integer

<: NonNegativeInteger

UnsignedInt

{S

(S-Refl)

<: T

<: Float

<: NonNegativeInteger

i i ∈ 1...n } ⊆ {Uj j ∈ 1...n+k }, n≥1, k≥0, for each i ∈ 1...n Si <: Ti
j ∈ 1...n+k } <: {e:Ti i ∈ 1...n }
{e:Uj
Figure 3.5: Subtyping inference rules.

(S-XSD)
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false can be mapped to 1 and 0, a subset of Byte ), we consider Bool to be a subtype of Byte. The
range of Long values is [-9,223,372,036,854,775,808, 9,223,372,036,854,775,807], which is a superset
of Int values discussed above, hence Int

<:

Long. We also include a rule S-XSD that formalizes the

intuitive notion of subtyping for XSD types. This rule can be used, for example to infer that the
type Tphd

<:

Tgrad (Fig. 3.3).

Denition 3.4.1 (Subtype relation).
<:

A subtype relation is a binary relation between types, S

T that satises all instances of the inference rules in Fig. 3.5.
Thus, according to the Denition 3.4.1, the existence of the subtyping derivation concluding

that S

<:

T shows that S and T belong to the subtype relation.

We now show the use of the

inference rules in Fig. 3.5 to infer subtyping.

Example 3.4.2 (Subtyping derivation inferring Tphd <: Tgrad ).

Fig. 3.6(a) shows subtyping

derivations concluding that the two types Tphd and Tgrad in Fig. 3.3 belong to the subtype relation,
i.e. Tphd

<:

Tgrad .

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Sample subtyping derivations. (a) Tphd <: Tgrad . (b) T1 <: T2 from Ws .
Each derivation step is labeled with the corresponding subtyping inference rule. In Fig. 3.6(a)
we rst note that the set {major:String, gpa:Float } is a subset of {major:String, gpa:Float, dissert-

Title:String }. We then show that {major:String } is a subtype of {major:String } using S-Refl rule.
Similarly we show that {gpa:Float } is a subtype of {gpa:Float }. These three statements together
form a premise from which we can infer that {gradStudent: {major:String, gpa: Float, dissertTi-

tle: String }}

<:

{gradStudent: {major:String, gpa:Float}} based on the rule S-XSD as shown in

Fig. 3.6(a). This derivation formalizes the intuition that if a workow can handle XML documents
describing graduate students it can certainly handle documents describing PhD students.
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Example 3.4.3 (Subtyping derivation inferring T1

<:

T2 ).

Fig. 3.6(b) shows a subtyping

derivation inferring that the two types T1 and T2 in Fig. 4.1 belong to the subtype relation, i.e. T1

<:

T2 . As shown in the gure, here we use four statements to form a premise from which we derive

that T1

<:

T2 according to the rule S-XSD.

In practice, the need arises to algorithmically determine whether for the two given types S
and T the statement S
and T returns true if S

<:

T is true. To this end, we now present a function that given two types S

<:

T and false otherwise. The function subtype is outlined in Algorithm 3.
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An XSD type T is a data structure containing element name e and an ordered set of children

T.children. If

|

| T.children | > 1, then each element in T.children

is another XSD type. If

| T.children

= 1, then a single child (T.children [0]) is either a primitive type or an XSD type. We assume the

existence of several functions that are described as follows. The function isPrimitive (T) returns true
if T is a primitive type and false otherwise. The function isXSDType (T ) checks whether a given
type is an XSD type. The function ndChildWithTheName (name, E ) returns an item c from the
set of XSD types E such that c.e = name. Finally, the function subtypePrim (S, T ) embodies rules

S-Refl, S-Trans, and S-Prim by returning true if two given primitive types belong to the subtype
relationship. For example, subtypePrim (Int, Float ) returns true, whereas subtypePrim (Float, Int )
returns false. As all four of these functions are trivial we omit their details for brevity.

Example 3.4.4 (Determining that Tphd

<:

Tgrad using the subtype function).

When

the function subtype (Tphd , Tgrad ) is invoked, it rst checks whether the two types are equal (line
4), and since Tphd

6=

Tgrad it proceeds to line 5 to check whether both types are primitive. Since

both Tphd and Tgrad are XSD types (i.e. not primitive) the algorithm enters the else if clause (lines
7-28). It rst ensures that both element names are the same (gradStudent) (line 8). It then checks
whether Tphd and Tgrad are both simple types, i.e. they do not contain nested XSD types inside
(lines 9-11). Since bothTphd and Tgrad are complex types, the algorithm builds two sets of element
names of children of both types (lines 16-22):

childrenNamesOfS = {major, gpa, dissertTopic}
childrenNamesOfT = {major, gpa}
It then checks whether the set childrenNamesOfT is a subset of childrenNamesOfS (line
19) and because it is, the algorithm iterates over every child in T.children, nds corresponding
child from S.children (i.e.

child with the same element name) and checks whether they belong

to the subtype relation (lines 20-25). If at least one pair of correspondng children did not satisfy
the subtype relation, the algorithm would return false. For example, if Tphd .gpa was Decimal, the
algorithm would detect it and return false, since {gpa:Decimal} is not subtype of {gpa:Float} (lines
22-24). However, since every pair of respective children satises the subtype relation, after iterating
over each pair the algorithm returns true (line 26). Note that the algorithm would still return true
if for example Tgrad .gpa was of type Decimal since {gpa:Float}

<:

{gpa:Decimal }.
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3.5 Typechecking Scientic Workows
To determine whether a given workow can execute successfully, we need to check whether
connections between its components are consistent, i.e.

each component receives input data in

the format it expects. The expected format is constrained by a type declared in componentâs
specication. We formalize such consistency of connections through the notion of workow welltypedness. We check whether a workow is well-typed by attempting to nd its type.
Intuitively, we can derive the type of a workow expression if we know the types of primitive
workows and data products involved in it.

For example, it is easy to see that the expression

(Increment dp0 ) has the type Int, assuming Increment expects integer argument and returns integer
(formally, Increment:Int→Int ) and dp0 is of type Int. In other words, we can derive workow type,
given a set of assumptions.
Typing derivation is done according to a set of inference rules (Fig. 3.7) for variables (T-

Var), abstractions (T-Abs), and applications (T-App), as well as the rule for application with
substitution (T-AppS) that provides a bridge between typing and subtyping rules.

x : T

∈ Γ

Γ `

x : T

Γ ∪ {x : T1 } `
Γ ` λx : T1 . t :
Γ ` tf

Γ ` tf

: T

(T-Var)

t : T

2

in → Tout Γ ` targ
Γ ` tf targ : Tout

: T

(T-Abs)

1 → T2

T

: T

in

in → Tout Γ ` targ : Targ Targ <: Tin
Γ ` tf targ : Tout

(T-App)

(T-AppS)

Figure 3.7: Workow typing rules.
Our inference rules for typing and subtyping are based on those from the classical theory of
type systems [66], although modied to suit the scientic workow domain and to ensure determinism of the typechecking algorithm presented later in this section. In our rules, variable x represents
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a primitive object, such as a primitive workow, a port or a data product, t, targ and tf are lambda
expressions, and T, T1 , T2 , Tin and Tout denote types. Set

Γ = {x0 :Tp0 ,

x1 :Tp1 , xn :Tpn } is a typing

context, i.e. a set of assumptions about primitive objects and their types. The rst rule (T-Var)
states that variable x has the type assumed about it in

Γ.

The second rule (T-Abs) is used to

derive types of expressions representing reusable workows. It states that if the type of expression
with x plugged in is T2 , then the type of abstraction, with the name x and expression t is T1 →T2 .
The third rule (T-App) is used to derive types of applications, which represent data channels in
workows.

The rule (T-Apps) is necessary to typecheck workows with subtyping connections

(shown dashed in Fig. 4.1, 3.1). We call such compositions workows with subtyping. A concrete
type derivation is shown in Example 3.5.3

Denition 3.5.1 (Workow context).

Given a workow W, a workow context Z is a set of all

data products and primitive workows used inside W (at all levels of nesting) and their respective
types.

Denition 3.5.2 (Well-typed workow).

A workow W is well-typed, or typable, if and only

if for some T, there exists a typing derivation that satises all the inference rules in Fig. 3.7, and
whose conclusion is Z

`

W : T, where Z is a workow context for W.

Example 3.5.3 (Typing derivation for workow Wa ).
in Fig. 3.1.

Its workow expression is Increment (Not dp0 ).

{Increment:Int→ Int, Not:Bool

→

Consider the workow Wa shown

Wa 's workow context Z is a set

Bool, dp0 :Bool }. A typing derivation tree for this workow is

shown in Fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Typing derivation for workow Wa .
Each step here is labeled with the corresponding typing inference rule. Derivation holds for

Γ = Z. According to Denition 3.5.2, existence of typing derivation with the conclusion {Increment:
Int→Int, Not:Bool→Bool, dp0 :Bool }

`

Increment (Not dp0 ) : Int, proves that W is well-typed.
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Example 3.5.4 (Typing derivation for workow Ws ).

Consider a workow Ws in Fig. 4.1

whose workow expression is WS2 ( WS1 dp0 ). Its workow context Z is a set
{ WS1 :{String→T1 }, WS2 :{T2 →Int}, dp0 :String }, where

T1 = {data: {experimId: String, concentr: Float, degree: Int, model: {response: Double, hillSlope:
Double}}},
and

T2 = {data: {degree: Int, model: {response: Double}, concentr: Double}}
The typing derivation for Ws is shown in Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Typing derivation for workow Ws .
We use

T1 <: T2 .

C :: T1 <: T2

as a shorthand to denote a subtyping derivation with the conclusion

The complete subtyping derivation is shown in Fig. 3.6(b). Because we can derive the type

of Ws using the typing inference rules, this workow is well-typed, according to the Denition 3.5.2.
We now introduce the generation lemma that we use to design our typechecking function.
Generation lemma captures three observations about how to typecheck a given workow.

Each

entry is read as if workow expression has the type T, then its subexpressions must have types
of these forms.

Each observation inverses the corresponding rule in Fig. 3.7 by stating it from

bottom to top. Note that for T-Abs we add to the context variable-type pair for name x, which is
given explicitly in the abstraction.

Lemma 3.5.5 (Generation Lemma).
GL1.

Γ`x:T ⇒x:T ∈Γ

GL2.

Γ ` (λx : T1 .t) : T ⇒ ∃T2 (T = T 1 → T2 ∧ (Γ ∪ {x : T1 } ` t : T2 ))

GL3.

Γ ` tf targ : Tout ⇒ ∃Tin

Tin )))

/* inverses T-App and T-AppS*/

/* inverses T-Var*/

(

(Γ ` tf : Tin → Tout ) ∧ ((Γ `

/* inverses T-Abs */

arg : Tin ) ∨ ∃T1 (Γ ` targ : T1 ∧ T1 <:

t
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Proof. GL1 - by contradiction. Assume

Γ ` x : T,

and

x:T ∈
/ Γ.

Since

Γ ` x : T,

typing derivation satisfying inference rules in Fig. 3.7 with the conclusion

there must be a

Γ ` x : T.

Rules T-Abs

and T-App and T-AppS cannot be used to derive the type of x, since neither of them deduces a
type of a primitive object. The rule T-Var is also not applicable since
there exists no derivation with the conclusion

Γ ` x : T,

and hence

x:T ∈Γ

Γ`x:T

is false. Thus,

cannot be true, which

is a contradiction. GL2 and GL3 can be proved similarly by contradiction.

In practice, to reason about workow behavior we need a deterministic algorithm to derive
the type of W. To this end, we now present the typecheckWorkow function outlined in Algorithm
4. Given a workow W, it derives W 's type from the primitive objects inside W according to the

typing rules in Fig. 3.7. This function is a transcription of the generation lemma (Lemma 3.5.5)
that performs backward reasoning on the inference rules. Each recursive call of typecheckWorkow
is made according to the corresponding entry (GLx) of the generation lemma. We assume the methods

Γ.getBinding(name)

and

Γ.addBinding(name, type)

get the type of a given variable and add
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the variable-type pair to the context

Γ,

respectively, abstraction.name, abstraction.nameType and

abstraction.expression return name, type of name variable and expression of the given abstraction,
respectively. application.a and application.f return function and argument of application.

3.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our typetheoretic approach to workow verication. We
have presented a workow model and an algorithm to translate workows into equivalent typed
lambda expressions.

We have also presented a type system and dened the notion of well-typed

workow. We then presented an algorithm for typechecking scientic workows. Thus, we presented
an automated, algorithmic approach that enables SWFMSs to determine whether a given scientic
workow is well-typed.
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CHAPTER 4: A TYPETHEORETIC APPROACH
TO SHIMMING
Web Service composition plays a key role in the elds of scientic workows [23, 25, 26, 94]
and services computing [27, 2932].

Oftentimes composing autonomous third-party Web services

into workows requires using intermediate components, called shims, to mediate syntactic and
semantic incompatibilities between dierent heterogeneous components. To illustrate this problem,
we provide a motivating example in Section 4.1. Determining where the shim is needed, creating
the appropriate shim and inserting it into the workow is known as the shimming problem, whose
signicance is widely recognized by the Web Service community [43,4649,97,98]. In this chapter we
present our typetheoretic approach to the shimming problem, starting from a motivating example
from the biological domain, which we discuss in Section 4.1.

Next, in Section 4.2 we present

our automated shimming technique that leverages runtime coercions. Section 4.3 we present the
implementation details of our proposed technique and present a number of case studies. Finally,
Section 4.4 concludes the chapter.

4.1 Motivating Example from the Biological Domain
Consider a workow Ws in Fig. 4.1 comprised of two Web services, WS1 and WS2 . WS2
expects an XML document that diers from that returned by WS1 . Particularly, WS2 expects an
XML document with three child elements, rather than four, and the concentr element should be
of type Double rather than Float. Besides, the concentr element should be the last element under
data rather than the second one. The complete WSDL specications of WS1 and WS2 are shown
in Appendices A and B, respectively.

To resolve this incompatibility (shown as a dashed line in

Fig. 4.1) and to ensure successful workow execution, we need to create and insert the shim that
will perform appropriate data transformation.

4.2 Automatic Coercion in Workows
Workow welltypedness is a necessary but not sucient condition for successful execution.
In order to run properly, workows with subtyping need to have shims at every subtyping connection
to explicitly convert data.
Although the Bool type is a subtype of Int (e.g., in Wb in Fig. 3.1), data products of these
two types may have entirely dierent physical representations in workow management systems.
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Figure 4.1: Sample Workow Ws .
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In particular, the workow engine may use two dierent classes BoolDP and IntDP to represent
data products holding values of types Bool and Int. If neither of the two classes is a subclass of the
other, casting BoolDP to IntDP is impossible and hence using BoolDP in place of IntDP will result
in runtime error during workow run. To avoid such an error, data products of type Bool need to
be explicitly converted or coerced to Int.
Similar reasoning applies to XML data products. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the dashed connection

1 <: T2 ).

in workow Ws links two ports whose types satisfy the subtype relationship (T

However,

sending d1 as input for WS2 will cause an error unless d1 transformed appropriately to conform to the
input schema of WS2 . To ensure successful evaluation, we adopt the so-called coercion semantics for
workows, in which we replace subtyping with runtime coercions that change physical representation
of data products to their target types. We express the coercion semantics for workows as a function

translateT that translates workow expressions with subtyping into those without subtyping. We
use

C :: S <: T

D :: Γ ` t : T
C :: S <: T ,

to denote subtyping derivation tree whose conclusion is

denotes typing derivation whose conclusion is

Γ ` t : T.

function translateS (C ) returns a coercion (lambda expression) that converts data

a case-by-case form:

T

<: T

S-Refl

ii

= λx:T.



x


Bool

<: Byte

= Bool2Byte

S-Prim




Int

<: Long

S-Prim

= Int2Long

.
.
.

hh

ii

S

<: T

Similarly,

Given a subtyping derivation

products of type S into those of type T. We denote function translateS (C ) as

hh

S <: T .

S-Prim

= S2T

for each S and T

JCK

and dene it in
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C1 :: S <: U C2 :: U <: T
S <: T



C :: S <: T
{e:S}

{Si i ∈



 for



isPrimitive(S)

isPrimitive(S)

<: {e:T}


S-Trans

for each S and T


S-XSD

= (λx:{e:{S}}.wrap

1...n } ⊆ {Uj j ∈ 1...n+k }, n ≥ 1, k ≥ 0,

e ([[C]] (getContent x)))




<: Ti ¬isPrimitive(S0 )
S-XSD

{e:Uj j ∈ 1...n+k } <: {e:Ti i ∈ 1...n }

each i

∈

1...n

Ci

= S2T

::Si

= (λx:{e:Uj

j ∈ 1...n+k }.compose (e ([[Ci ]] (extract Si .e x) i ∈ 1...n )))

where functions wrap, getContent, compose, and extract are dened below.
The function wrap(e x) encloses its input x in an XML element with the name e, e.g.,

wrap(concentr 15.1) =

<concentr>15.1</concentr>

The function getContent(x) returns a simple content of an XML element x, e.g.,

getContent(<concentr>15.1</concentr>) = 15.1
The function extract(e x) extracts a child element of x named e, e.g.,

extract(response

<model>
<response> 40.5 </response>
<hillSlope> 3.8 </hillSlope>
</model>
) =

<response> 40.5 </response>

The function compose(e x1 x2 ... xi ) composes an XML element with the name e and children

x1 x2 ...xi ,

e.g.,

compose(data

<degree> 25 </degree>
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<model> <response> 40.5 </response> </model>
<concentr> 15.1 </concentr>

) =

<data>
<degree> 25 </degree>
<model>
<response> 40.5 </response>
</model>
<concentr> 15.1 </concentr>
</data>

The rst four cases describe how to translate subtyping derivations consisting of only one
inference step, made using the rule S-Prim.

The fth case applies when S-Trans rule is used

at the nal step to infer subtype relationship between primitive types.

The sixth case applies

for derivation trees that use S-XSD rule and when isPrimitive(S) is true.
the derivation concluding {concentr:Float}

<:

E.g., it applies for

{concentr:Double}. Last case applies for derivations

whose last step is made using S-XSD rule and when isPrimitive(S) is false, e.g., Tphd

<:

Tgrad in

Fig. 3.6(a).
Given a typing derivation

D :: Γ ` t : T ,

function translateT(D) produces an expression

similar to t but in which subtyping is replaced with coercions. We also denote translateT(D) as

JDK.

From the context, it will be clear which of the two functions is being used. Similarly, we dene

translateT by cases:



x:T




D :: Γ,x:T1 ` t:T2
T-Abs
= λx:T1 . [[D]]
Γ ` λx:T1 . t : T1 → T2



Df


∈ Γ
T-Var
=x
Γ ` x:T

::


Γ ` tf :Tin→Tout Darg :: Γ ` targ :Tin
T-App
= [[Df ]] [[Darg ]]
Γ ` tf targ :Tout
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Df ::Γ ` tf :Tin→Tout Darg ::Γ ` targ :Targ C ::Targ <: Tin
T-AppS
= [[Df ]] ([[C]] [[Darg ]])
Γ ` tf targ :Tout
Note that in the case of T-AppS rule, translateT calls translateS(C) to retrieve appropriate

coercion and insert it into the application where subsumption took place. Thus, while translateT
is used for typing derivations (e.g., Fig. 3.8), translateS is used for subtyping derivations (e.g.,
Fig. 3.6a,b).

Example 4.2.1 (Inserting a primitive coercion into the workow Wa using the function
translateT ).

Consider the workow expression Increment (Not dp0 ) which corresponds to the

workow Wa shown in Fig. 3.1. To inject coercions into it, we call function translateT. The function
takes the typing derivation tree shown in Fig. 3.8 as input and produces a workow expression with
coercion inserted as output. The function evaluates as follows



D
::
Γ
`
Increm:Int
→
Int
D
::
Γ
`
(Not
dp
):Bool
C
::
Bool
<:
Int
arg1
0
 f1


 =
Γ ` (Increm (Not dp0 )) : Int T-AppS


 

Increment:Int→ Int ∈ Γ
 C1::Bool <: ShortC2::Short<:Int
=
T-Var (

Γ ` Increment:Int→Int
Bool <: Int S-Trans




 Df2 :: Γ ` Not:Bool → Bool Darg2 :: Γ ` dp0 :Bool

Γ ` (Not dp0 ):Bool

T-App)





= Increment (Bool2Int ( 



∈Γ

Γ ` Not:Bool → Bool

=

T-Var







 dp0 :Bool ∈ Γ

Γ ` dp0 :Bool

Not:Bool → Bool



T-Var)) = Increment (Bool2Int (Not dp ))

0



The translation begins from the last derivation step in Fig. 3.8 and progresses from bottom
to top. Because the rule T-Apps was used at the nal inference step, the last case applies from the
denition of translateT yielding an application

IntKJ Darg1 :: Γ(N ot dp0 ) : BoolK)

in which

JDf1 :: Γ ` Increment : Int → IntK (JC :: Bool <:

Df1 Γ ` Increment : Int → Int

and

Darg1 :: Γ `
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(N ot dp0 ) : Bool

are replaced with the corresponding typing derivations for Increment and (Not

dp0 ) respectively, and

C :: Bool <: Int

function then calls itself recursively on
was used for the last inference step in

is replaced with subtyping derivation for

Df1

and

Df1 ,

Darg1

Bool <: Int.

The

and also calls translateS on C. Since T-Var

translateT(Df1 ) returns Increment.

In

Darg1

on the

other hand, T-App was used to make the last inference step and so the third case in translateT 's
denition applies.
and on

Thus, translateT calls itself recursively on

Darg2 :: Γ ` dp0 : Bool.

and dp0 respectively.

The call

Df2 :: Γ ` N ot : Bool → Bool

In both calls the rst case of translateT applies yielding Not

translateS(C :: Bool <: Int)

returns a coercion

Bool2Int

corresponds to the fth case in translateS denition since isPrimitive(Bool) is true.
function translateT replaced subtyping in the typing derivation (i.e.

Bool2Int that converts Bool

which

Thus, the

Bool <: Int) with the coercion

data products into Int data products. Coercion Bool2Int implemented

as a primitive workow is inserted dynamically at runtime and is transparent to the user.

Example 4.2.2 (Inserting a primitive coercion into the workow Ws using the function
translateT ).

We now demonstrate how function translateT inserts coercion in the workow

expression WS2 (WS1 dp0 ) which corresponds to the workow Ws shown in Fig. 4.1. translateT
takes a typing derivation tree in Fig. 3.9 as input. The evaluation proceeds as follows:



D
::
Γ
`
WS
:T
→
Int
D
::
Γ
`
(WS
dp
):T
C
::
T
<:
T
2 2
arg1
1 0 1
1
2
 f1


Γ ` (WS2 (WS1 dp0 )) : Int T-AppS


 WS2 :T2 → Int ∈ Γ
= 
Γ ` WS2 :T2 → Int


T-Var ([[C



T1-T2 ::T1 <: T2 ]]



 Df2 :: Γ ` WS1 :String → T1 Darg2 :: Γ ` dp0 :String

(WS1 dp0 ):T1


T-App)



= WS2 (compositeCoercionT1-T2



WS1 :String → T1

∈Γ


(
Γ ` WS1 :String → T1

 
T-Var 

 

dp0 :String



∈Γ

Γ ` dp0 :String

T-Var))

= WS2 (compositeCoercionT1-T2 (WS1 dp0 ))
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where

compositeCoercionT1-T2

denotes the result of

JC :: T1 <: T2 K.

The complete translation

process yielding this result is shown in Fig. 4.2. Again, function translateT calls itself recursively at
each step. Similarly to the previous example it also calls translateS on subtyping derivation tree inferring

T1 <: T2 .

This tree is shown in Fig. 3.6(b) and is denoted here as

the S-XSD rule is used at the last inference step of

C :: T1 <: T2

and

C :: T1 <: T2 .

First, because

¬isP rimitive({degree : Int})

is true, the last case of translateS 's denition applies with

Si = {degree : Int, model : {response : Double, hillSlope : Double, concentr : F loat}},
Uj = {experimId : String, concentr : F loat, degree : Int, model : {response : Double,
hillSlope : Double}}.

Figure 4.2: Translating subtyping derivation into a composite coercion using translateS.
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As shown in Fig. 4.2, the function translateS calls itself recursively on derivations C1 , C2
and C3 . Because S-Refl rule was used in C1 ,
returns its argument. Thus application

JC1 K

yields the identity function

which simply

λx.x(extract degree x) evaluates to (extract degree x).

translation process eventually yields a lambda expression, which we denote as
for convenience. The role of

λx.x,

The

compositeCoercionT1-T2

compositeCoercionT1-T2 is to transform XML documents produced

as the output of WS1 into documents that will validate against the input XSD schema of WS2 which
will allow WS2 to execute properly. This enables safe execution of the workow Ws . For example,
when applied to the XML document d1 in Fig. 4.1, this coercion extracts sub-elements of d1 , coerces
them to the target types and composes the resulting elements into a new XML document of type

T2 . The result is the document d2 . In particular, the coercion extracts degree element leaving it
unchanged since its type is identical to that of the corresponding element in the target type T2 .
It then extracts model and response elements and creates a new model element that only contains
response element, leaving out the hillSlope, which is not part of T2 .

The coercion also extracts

element concentr, gets its simple content, converts it from Float to Double and wraps it back into

<concentr >

tags. Finally, the coercion builds data element out of the three previously obtained

elements - degree, model, and concentr. The resulting XML element validates against WS2 's input
schema, and hence WS2 will now run without an error.

4.3 Implementation and Case Studies
We now present the new version of our VIEW system [102], in which we implement our
automated shimming technique including the proposed workow model, algorithms 1, 2, 3, and 4,
simply typed lambda calculus, and our translation functions translateS and translateT. Our new
version of VIEW is web-based, with no installation required.

Scientists access VIEW through a

browser and compose scientic workows from Web services, scripts, local applications, etc.

A

workow structure is captured and stored in a specication document written in our XML-based
language SWL. A workow is executed by pressing the âRunâ button in the browser. Once
the Run button is pressed, our system inserts shims and executes the workow. To avoid cluttering
the workow and help scientists focus on its functional components, inserted shims are hidden from
the user.
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4.3.1 Primitive Shimming in Workow

W

a

Fig. 4.3 displays the workow Wa from earlier examples, and a screenshot of the VIEW
system dialog window showing Wa 's SWL (top left part of the dialog).

Figure 4.3: Automatically inserting primitive shim in workow Wa using the VIEW system.
Once the user has pressed the Run button the system uses Algorithm 1 (which calls Algorithm 2 as a subroutine), to translate the workow into a typed lambda expression with subtyping
(Step 1 in Fig. 4.3). It then typechecks Wa using Algorithm 4. After VIEW ensures that Wa is
well-typed, using function translateT (which in turn uses translateS ) our system inserts coercions
(workows performing type conversion) into the workow expression by translating it into lambda
calculus without subtyping (Step 2 in Fig. 4.3).
with the corresponding coercion â

Bool2Int.

Particularly, subtyping

Bool <: Int

is replaced

Finally, the obtained expression is translated into

a runtime version of SWL (Step 3 in Fig. 4.3), which contains all the necessary shims. This runtime version of SWL is supplied to the workow engine for execution. Note that these three steps
are fully automated and transparent to the user, who will see results of workow execution upon
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pressing the Run button. The complete SWL specication of the workow with the shim inserted
is shown in Fig. 4.4.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<workflowSpec>
<workflow name="NotIncrement">
<workflowBody mode="graph-based">
<workflowGraph>
<workflowInstances>
<workflowInstance id="Increment19">
<workflow>Increment</workflow>
</workflowInstance>
<workflowInstance id="Boolean2Int9">
<workflow>Bool2Int</workflow>
</workflowInstance>
<workflowInstance id="NOT15">
<workflow>NOT</workflow>
</workflowInstance>
</workflowInstances>
<dataChannels>
<dataChannel from="NOT15.o1" to="Boolean2Int9.i1" />
<dataChannel from="Boolean2Int9.o1" to="Increment19.i1" />
</dataChannels>
</workflowGraph>
<dataProductsToPorts>
<inputDP2PortMapping from="true" to="NOT15.i1" />
<outputDP2PortMapping from="Increment19.o1" to="outputDP0" />
</dataProductsToPorts>
</workflowBody>
</workflow>
</workflowSpec>

Figure 4.4: The SWL specication of the workow with the shim automatically inserted.

4.3.2 Composite Shimming in Workow

W

s

Workow Ws in Fig. 4.1 comes from the biological domain. Scientists use VIEW to gain
insight into the behavior of the marine worm Nereis succinea [103]. Biologists study the eect of the
pheromone excreted by female worms on the reproduction process. They compose a workow that
calculates the number of successful worm matings given a set of parameters, including pheromone
concentration, initial degree of male worm, and a worm model.

The model includes parameters

describing worm's behavior, such as maximum response to pheromone and steepness of the dose-
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response relationships (hill slope). Scientists use Web service WS1 to retrieve a set of parameters
and a worm model associated with a particular experiment. These data are fed into Web service

WS2 that simulates the movement and interaction between worms according to the supplied input
parameters and model.

The output of WS2 is the number of successful worm matings, which is

the nal result of this workow. However, to execute workow Ws , the syntactic incompatibilities
between WSDL interfaces of WS1 and WS2 must be resolved.

We now demonstrate how our

system accomplishes this by creating and inserting composite shim between WS1 and WS2 . Fig. 4.5
illustrates workow Ws and a VIEW dialog window showing how shim is automatically inserted by
our system.
Similarly to the previous example, after translating Ws 's specication into the lambda expression (Step 1) VIEW replaces subtyping in this expression with runtime coercions (Step 2). Here
the coercion is composite, i.e. a lambda expression consisting of multiple functions. Finally, the obtained workow expression that includes coercion is translated into the runtime version of the SWL
specication (Step 3). The coercion becomes a composite shim, as shown in Fig. 4.5. During workow execution, this shim decomposes a document that comes out of WS1 (i.e.

<data> ... </data>)

into smaller pieces, reorders them to t WS2 's input, converts them to the appropriate target types,
and composes a new document out of the obtained elements. This new document validates against
the input schema of WS2 allowing it to successfully compute the number of matings in a given
experiment.
The inserted shim leaves out element  <hillSlope>

3.8 </hillSlope>,

which is not used by

WS2 . This reduces the size of the SOAP request sent to the server where WS2 is hosted by 9.3%. In
other workows, this portion may be much larger. Removing such unnecessary data from requests
using our technique decreases the load on the network and on servers hosting Web services. Such
ecient use of resources is especially important in workows running in distributed environments.
The composite shim was generated solely based on the information in WSDL documents of

WS1 and WS2 . Our approach uses neither ontologies nor semantic annotations, nor does it require
users to write shim scripts.
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Figure 4.5: Automatically inserting composite shim in workow Ws using the VIEW system.
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4.3.3 Mediating Web Services from myExperiment Portal
Using our VIEW system, we have validated our technique with many workows from myExperiment portal.

Due to space limitation, here we summarize results of our experiments with

three WSDL-based Web services from myExperiment.

Specically, we have generated shims for

the following three Web services: 1) eUtils by National Center for Biotechnology Information, 2)
WSDbFetch by the European Bioinformatics Institue, and 3) InChiKeyToMol service by ChemSpider. These services are used in various bioinformatics and chemistry workows throughout the
myExperiment portal. Using the proposed technique our VIEW system was able to automatically
generate shims to mediate interface dierences of these Web services to allow connecting them to
other services. The average shim generation times were 7.15, 10.2, and 4.4 ms for the three services,
respectively.

4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we proposed an automated typetheoretic solution to the shimming problem
in scientic workows. Specically, we designed two functions that together insert invisible shims,
or runtime coercions, that mediate heterogeneous workow components and services, thereby solving the shimming problem for any well-typed workow. Moreover, we implemented our automated
shimming technique, including all the proposed algorithms, lambda calculus, type system, and
translation functions in our VIEW system and presented two case studies to validate the proposed
approach. Our technique is able to mediate well-typed workows of arbitrary structure and complexity. To our best knowledge, this work [99,100] is the rst one to reduce the shimming problem to
the coercion problem and to propose a fully automated solution with no human involvement. Moreover, our technique frees workow design from visible shims by dynamically inserting transparent
coercions in workows during the execution time (implicit shimming). The proposed solution automatically mediates both structural data types, such as complex types of Web service inputs/outputs
as well as primitive data types, such as Int and Double.
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CHAPTER 5: SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
IN THE CLOUD
The big data era is here, a natural result of the digital revolution of the last few decades. As
scientic workows remain to be widely used for data analysis, it is imperative to enable scientic
workow management systems to cope with the volume, velocity, and variety of big data.

In

Section 5.1 we discuss the need to analyze big data using scientic workows. Next, in Section 5.2
we discuss a number of challenges posed by big data in the context of scientic workows. We then
propose a generic, implementation-independent system architecture for running big data workows
in the cloud, which we describe in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 concludes the chapter.

5.1 Big Data Challenges and Scientic Workows
Today, data are being generated by a myriad of devices and events, from credit card transactions and ad clicks, to tness wristbands and connected vehicles.

This data deluge raises a

fundamental question - how can we turn large volumes of bits and bytes into insights, decisions,
and possibly values? The answer to this question is often hindered by three big data challenges:
volume, velocity, and variety.
Consider the driver behavior analysis problem, in which we need to determine a driver's

4

insurance premium based on their last three year's driving history . Such an analysis involves large
volume of data (over 75Gb per driver per year for OpenXC data [104] or 750Mb/sec for a self-driving
car), and to be more accurate, needs to be performed in combination with other data, such as data
about the environment in which the vehicle is operating (weather, trac, hazardous situations,
etc.), and the driverâs past claims and accident reports. The analysis is complex: one needs to
extract all relevant features of the driving behavior from the raw data, perform deep analysis of
these features in the context of other data sources to determine the risk of the driver, and based on
the risk and the price model of the insurance company, suggest a quote for a given driver.
This kind of data analyses are often performed using scientic workows, which are widely
recognized to be an important paradigm in the services computing eld [105, 106] as they allow data
scientists to compose various heterogeneous services into data analysis pipelines. As scientists need
to process data of high volume, velocity, and variety, it is imperative to enable scientic workows

4

For example, State Farm uses telematics to monitor a driving behavior by scoring the driver on various
parameters, such as acceleration, braking and cornering.
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to use distributed computing and storage resources available in the cloud in order to run so called
big data workows [107, 123]. A big data workow is the computerized modeling and automation
of a process consisting of a set of computational tasks with data interdependencies to process and
analyze data of ever increasing in scale, complexity, and rate of acquisition.
Unlike scientic workows run in traditional on-premise environments such as stand-alone
workstations or grids, big data workows rely on dynamically provisioned computing, storage, and
network resources that are terminated when no longer needed. This dynamic and volatile nature of
cloud resources as well as other cloud-specic factors introduce a new set of challenges for cloudenabled Big Data Workow Management Systems (BDWFMSs).

5.2 Main Challenges for Running Scientic Workows in the Cloud
Scientic workows can be thought of as data pipelines consisting of heterogeneous software
components connected to one another and to some input data products [71, 106]. These components
may include local executable programs, scripts, Web services, HPC jobs, etc.

Such workows

are designed using scientic workow management systems, which provide domain scientists with
intuitive, user-friendly interfaces to design and execute data intensive workows.

SWFMSs help

remove technical burdens from researchers, allowing them to focus on solving their domain-specic
problems.
While cloud computing opens many exciting opportunities for running scientic workows,
it also poses several challenges that are not present when running workows in traditional onpremise environments.

As we explain below, several aspects of cloud computing make it more

dicult to maintain usability and user-friendliness of SWFMSs.

In our work we run the entire

system in the cloud, according to the all-in-the-cloud approach [71].

The system is deployed

on a virtual machine in the cloud (master node) and is accessed remotely through a Web-based
GUI interface. BDWFMS schedules workows to run on multiple virtual machines (slave nodes)
such that dierent parts of workows run on dierent nodes to enable parallel execution. To start
executing a workow, BDWFMS provisions an appropriate amount of virtual machines that it will
use to run the workow. At the end of workow execution, the slave nodes are terminated. We now
describe major cloud-related challenges and their impact on scientic workow management in the
cloud.
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5.2.1 Platforms Heterogeneity Challenge
As cloud computing is still a relatively young eld, there is no single universally accepted
standard for communicating with the cloud, provisioning resources and managing virtual machine
images.

Heterogeneity of existing cloud platforms hinders workow management in the cloud at

several levels.

Connecting to the cloud
The process of connecting to a particular cloud is dened by the cloud provider and is
generally dierent for dierent vendors.

Connecting to the cloud typically involves providing a

security key, and in some cases performing initial conguration (e.g., sourcing eucarc and novarc ),
and loading client software (e.g., euca2ools and novaclient ), as in the case of both Eucalyptus and
Openstack clouds [121]. On the other hand, consider the process of accessing a remote server via

ssh. Since ssh is an established standard, connecting to any new server is a well-dened procedure
requiring no learning eort from users. However, connecting to a cloud is technically more challenging as this process varies by vendors, which puts a burden on the user of having to learn multiple
vendor-specic connection protocols and APIs.

Resource provisioning
The interfaces exposed by various providers to provision cloud resources are also dierent
(although in some cases slightly dierent). There exists no standard for provisioning resources in
dierent clouds in a uniform way. For example, while Amazon EC2 [119] provides Java API tools to
manage its cloud resources programmatically, OpenStack [118] provides RESTful interface as well
as python and command line implementations of OpenStack Nova API.

Creating machine images
Bundling, uploading, and registering images also vary by dierent cloud platforms.

In

Eucalyptus, an image of a running instance is created by executing the euca-bundle-vol command
inside the instance, which produces and saves the image le within the le system of that instance.
Because it uses local drive of the VM, it requires large amount (e.g., 6 Gb) of free disk space which
may not be available and may be dicult to arrange. In Openstack, on the other hand, the nova

image-create command is run to save image le outside of virtual machine (VM) whose state is
captured by the snapshot.
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Migrating workows between cloud platforms
Oftentimes after running a workow in one cloud, the user may want to switch to another
cloud (e.g., for a better price or customer service). Choosing the number and types of instances
to be provisioned in the target cloud environment is a critical step as it determines how long the
workow will run, and the cost of execution if the cloud is proprietary. This is particularly relevant
to big data workows that can run many hours or days. However, various cloud providers support
dierent sets of instance types. For example, Amazon EC2 oers twenty seven instance types, while
Openstack oers six types.

The types of instances the user had employed in the original cloud

may not be supported by the target cloud. Indeed, there is no equivalent of OpenStack's m1.tiny
instance type in Amazon EC2. Thus it is often non-trivial to allocate an equivalent set of machines
in the target cloud. Therefore, such platform heterogeneity makes it challenging to access clouds
of dierent vendors and provision virtual resources in a uniform way. Besides, inconsistent instance
types complicate migration from one cloud to another.

5.2.2 Resource Selection Challenge
Deciding on and provisioning appropriate amount of resources for a given workow is a
challenging task. Domain scientist needs to perform this task not only initially, upon creating the
workow, but also when re-running the workow with a dierent set of input les and/or input
parameters.

Initial resource selection
Running a workow in the cloud requires user (i.e. a domain scientist) to make a choice of
the number and types of virtual machines to execute the workow. Given a particular conguration
(e.g., four m1.xlarge, seven m3.xlarge, and three c1.medium servers), it is hard to determine an
optimal schedule, and hence an optimal running time, since the scheduling problem is NP-complete
in general.

Thus, it is challenging to compare which conguration is better and to choose the

best conguration for a given workow, especially given the exponential size of the search space.
Consider a sample workow shown in Fig. 5.1. The blue boxes represent computational components
(i.e. tasks), while the yellow boxes denote data products, which in this case are les. If the user
chooses to run this workow in Amazon EC2 cloud using three virtual servers, there are 27

3

=

19,683 possible choices for instance types for the three servers, since EC2 oers 27 instance types.
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VM1
VM2
Three branches of
parallel execution
VM3

Figure 5.1: Big data workow analyzing automotive data.
This number will grow exponentially if the user would like to employ more VMs (e.g., for workows
with larger degrees of parallelism).

Resource selection when re-running the workow
After a successful workow execution, scientist may often need to re-run the workow with a
dierent set of input data products, such as les, and/or a dierent set of input parameters, as is the
case in parameter sweep workows. To re-run the workow it may often be necessary to use more
resources, e.g., if input les are larger, or if shorter makespan is desired. Determining what kind of
new resources must be provisioned to achieve a given performance objective is a complicated task,
e.g., how many new VMs to create and what type each VM should be to decrease the makespan
by 20%.

For example, if a workow in Fig. 5.1 has been executed using three m1.xlarge virtual

machines, adding the fourth VM of type m1.xlarge will clearly not improve workow performance,
since one of the four VMs will remain idle throughout the entire workow execution.

5.2.3 Resource Utilization Challenge
Consider the Montage workow from astronomy domain shown in Fig. 5.2. The workow
consists of multiple components (shown in blue), that analyze data to produce a mosaic of a set of
sky images. Many data-intensive tasks in the workow, including mProjectPP, mDiFit, mFitExec
and mBgExec are executed in parallel, in dierent virtual machines. For example, ve instances of

mDiFit process dierent data products independently by being executed on ve dierent VMs.
This allows to reduce the workow execution time, often referred to as makespan. Note, that the
degree of parallelism of the workow varies at dierent stages of workow execution.

It starts
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Figure 5.2: Montage workow for creating a mosaic of sky images.
with four parallel branches (mProjectPP ), then increases to ve (mDiFit ), before decreasing to
four mBgExec, and nally to one (mAdd and mJPEG ). Fully taking advantage of this parallelism
requires using ve VMs for executing the workow. However, only four out of ve VMs will be used
while running mProjectPP and mBgExec tasks. Moreover, only one out of ve VMs will do useful
work when executing mAdd and mJPEG components.

Needless to say, that the user continues

to pay for all ve VMs, including those that are idle.

Thus, leveraging workow parallelism by

executing independent branches in separate virtual machines has a side eect of poor resource
utilization. Due to the fact that provisioning virtual machine takes time (often 30s and sometimes
more), it is dicult to quickly add VMs on as-needed basis without introducing a delay in the
workow execution. We dene VM utilization UVM for a given period of time t as follows

n
X
UVM

=

Ai

i=1
n
X
i=1

Ai

+

n
X

(5.1)

Ii

i=1

where Ai denotes the total duration, in seconds, that a virtual machine VMi was active, i.e. was performing computations, and Ii refers to the total time when VMi was idle. When all the provisioned
VMs are performing computations for the entire duration of t, UVM = 1.
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Beside VMs, it is sometimes dicult to track storage volumes that are no longer needed,
which leads to needless expenses.

For example, an intermediate data product can be saved in a

large le and placed on an EBS storage volume. After such le is consumed by the downstream
component, neither the le nor the EBS volume are ever accessed again during workow execution.
Paying for such storage volumes to keep intermediate results for the entire duration of the workow
leads to unnecessary expenses. For example, in our montage workow, the output le produced by
the mBgExec task may be saved on an EBS volume attached to the VM where mBgExec executes.
Once the le is sent to the VM where mAdd component runs, the EBS volume and its contents are
no longer needed and hence can be deleted to save the cost.

Resource reusability
Reusing spare resources for running workows is an important aspect of cloud-based workow management.

Spare virtual resources may appear after or during workow run(s).

When a

workow execution completes, the virtual machines used for running this workow become idle and
can be reused or terminated.

Besides, spare resources may appear even before workow nishes

executing. For example, consider a workow in Fig. 5.1, scheduled to run on three virtual machines,

VM1 , VM2 , and VM3 . Upon completion of three parallel branches, the output les produced by
AnalyzeGasBrk and AnalyzeBrkngTurns components are sent to VM2 , leaving VM1 and VM3 idle
for the rest of the workow execution. Thus, VM1 and VM3 can now be terminated or reused for
running other workows.
Reusing such VMs for running new workows may 1) save time, as there will be no need
to wait while the new VMs are being provisioned, 2) save cost, in case if VMs have been prepaid
(e.g., in AWS VMs are paid for by hour without prorating the cost if terminated earlier). However,
reusing such virtual resources is complicated for the following reasons.
1. It is challenging to congure existing VMs to satisfy all the dependencies of the new workow, e.g., required libraries, software packages, environment variables, etc. For example, if a
scientist wants to reuse existing VMs to run the astronomy workow shown in Fig. 5.3, one
must install montage software on these VMs, to be able to run mProjectPP, mDiFit, mAdd,
and other image processing components specic to astronomy domain.
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2. It is often hard to reuse a set of existing virtual machines while ensuring the desired workow performance, especially if some of these VMs are located in dierent regions (geographic
locations), which can introduce latency due to limited network bandwidth. Sometimes, terminating some of the existing VMs and provisioning new VMs in the same region will help faster
execute the workow due to a superior network performance. It is a challenge to accurately
determine which VMs should be terminated/replaced and which VMs can be readily reused
for running a new workow.

5.2.4 Resource Volatility Challenge
Cloud computing allows to provision and terminate virtual servers and storage volumes
on demand. However, due to various failures, loss of resources often occurs (e.g., VMs crashed).
Such dynamic nature of cloud resources has several important implications on scientic workow
management in the cloud as we explain in the following.

Persisting output data products
As the workow execution occurs in the cloud, the output data products that are of interest
to the users are also initially saved in the cloud. After execution is complete, user may often need
to terminate the instances on which it was running, to avoid paying for the unused virtual servers.
Thus, the BDWFMS should provide a way to persist output data products to avoid their loss upon
terminating virtual machines. This task may be non-trivial in the case of big data workows with
large output les. The user may want to have the option of saving les on his system (client PC) or
to place them in a reliable storage, such as Amazon S3. In some cases, users may want to download
only output les whose size is under certain threshold (e.g., if the le is 1 GB or less, download
it to the client machine, otherwise â store it in S3 bucket). 2) Registering new components or
data products In the dynamic and collaborative environment, users often share their work with each
other, oftentimes in the form of scripts or Web services. These new components can be registered
with the BDWFMS and used for composing new workows. While on a single machine addition of
a new component is only performed once, for a BDWFMS running in a virtual machine in the cloud
a one-time registration of a component is not sucient since upon machine termination this update
will be lost.

The same applies to new data products added to a virtual machine.

For example,
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the user may want to add new interesting datasets to use in future workows.

However, unless

precautions are taken, these les may be lost upon terminating the VM.

Cataloging virtual resources
Running workow in the cloud involves executing individual components, residing in dierent virtual machines, which requires connection-related details for each VM, such as its IP address,
credentials (username, password, public key), and status information. It is a challenge to capture in
a timely manner changes in VM congurations, their status information, and other metadata. For
example it is hard to capture the moment when VM becomes available for use, since cloud providers
often prematurely report that the machine is available.
Additional challenges may arise when VMs are accessed for the rst time using ssh, requesting to add their public key to the known_hosts le of the client. Thus, although the instance
is running, it may not be ready for use in workow execution - the situation that can prevent
workow from running. Our experience with running scientic workows in the cloud environment
shows that, if overlooked, such seemingly insignicant nuances lead to numerous workow failures.
Similar cataloging should be done for any other virtual resources (e.g. S3 buckets with output data
products, machine images, etc.)

Environment setup
Scientic workows are often built from components requiring certain libraries and packages
to run. As we explain in further sections, the ComputeGrade component from sample workow in
Fig. 5.1 relies on the Apache Mahout software to classify a driver's prole.

Running the Com-

puteGrade component in the cloud requires a virtual machine with Apache Mahout installed on
it. However, even if one creates a VM instance and manually installs Mahout on it, once workow
execution nishes and the machine is terminated, re-running the workow requires provisioning
another virtual machine and installing Apache Mahout again. Other components may have entirely
dierent sets of dependencies. While on a single node machine, resolving these dependencies is a
one-time procedure, in the cloud environment such conguration would be lost upon terminating
the virtual machine. Thus, it is a challenge to provision a set of virtual machines each of which
satises all dependencies of workow component(s) scheduled to run on it.
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In summary, the volatile nature of cloud resources imposes a challenge of persisting output
les and newly registered workow components and data products in case if all VMs are terminated.
It is also a challenge to keep track of dynamically changing list of virtual machines and credentials
to each virtual server and to track which of these machines is ready to run workows.

Finally,

creating VMs suitable to execute workow components is a challenge, given unique dependencies of
each component.

5.2.5 Distributed Computing Challenge
The fact that the workow execution is performed in a distributed manner complicates big
data workow management in several ways.

Passing big data products to consumer components
Unlike a single-machine workow run, cloud-based workow execution involves components
that consume data that physically reside in other virtual machines. Supplying all data products
required by a particular component requires knowing hostnames or IP addresses of each VM storing
these data products. This in turn requires keeping track of where every data product resides. The
latter can be a non-trivial task in case of large number of dynamically created/deleted VM and data
products. Besides, as virtual networks in the cloud environments are normally slower than physical
networks used in other infrastructures such as grid or cluster, it is a challenge to eciently move
large data from upstream components to downstream components, especially given the size of big
data products.

Logging & workow monitoring
The fact that execution occurs in multiple machines complicates logging process, especially if
the cloud network bandwidth is limited. Even sending a simple one-word status update message from
one node to another during workow execution message may incur a tangible delay. Therefore, it is
challenging to log workow execution in a distributed environment without slowing down workow
execution. Same challenges apply to monitoring the statuses of individual workow components.

Workow debugging
In the event if a workow execution fails, the need arises to backtrack the execution path to
determine the cause of a failure, with the goal of re-running the workow. The fact that workow
components execute in dierent virtual machines and send their data products across network makes
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debugging complicated. For example, it is common for a workow execution to fail when one of the
processes attempts to save le that does not t on the disk. Diagnosing such failures is challenging
as the error messages are often hard to nd.

Fault tolerance
Enabling automated fault-tolerance capabilities, such as smart re-runs, is challenging for
two reasons:
1. Given the distributed nature of cloud-based workow execution, often across dozens and even
hundreds of virtual machines, it is dicult to capture which parts of workow have successfully
nished.
2. Re-running a failed workow will lead to an error again, unless appropriate changes are made
to address the original cause of the workow failure. For example, a new storage volume must
be created and attached to a virtual machine, if a workow failed due to a lack of storage
space in this VM. Determining what changes must be made to ensure successful workow
re-run and performing such changes in an automated manner represents a great challenge.

Provenance collection
Since dierent components generally execute inside dierent virtual machines, collecting
and storing the data derivation history of the entire workow, while providing query and browsing
interfaces, is a challenge.

5.3 A System Architecture for BDWFMS in the Cloud
We now present our proposed BDWFMS architecture, implemented in the DATAVIEW
system, shown in Fig. 5.3. The main subsystems of DATAVIEW are Workow Design and Con-

guration, Workow Presentation and Visualization, Workow Engine, Workow Monitoring, Data
Product Management, Provenance Management, Task Management, and Cloud Resource Management. The Presentation Layer contains the client-side part of the system. The Workow Management Layer contains subsystems orchestrating the progress of the data ow. The Task Management
Layer contains modules that ensure successful execution of individual tasks in the cloud. Finally, the
Infrastructure Layer contains the underlying IaaS cloud platforms where workows are dispatched.
According to the all-in-the-cloud approach [71], DATAVIEW system runs in the master node (see
Fig. 5.3d). The modules of DATAVIEW that are necessary to run a portion of the workow on a
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Figure 5.3: A system architecture for BDWFMS in the cloud and its subsystems.
single machine (but not to coordinate distributed workow execution) are called DATAVIEW Kernel, which is deployed on each of the slave nodes created at runtime. The master node is responsible
for all the housekeeping work and coordinating associated with workow execution and storage.
It is not intended to perform actual data processing during the workow run and thus it does not
require high performance virtual machine, which reduces the cost of workow management in the
cloud. We now present an overview of each of the subsystems of DATAVIEW.
The Workow Design & Conguration subsystem provides intuitive GUI for users to design
workows as well as specify workow conguration. It consists of two major components. Design
component provides a web-based GUI allowing users to compose, edit and save workows. Workows
are edited in the browser window by dragging and dropping components and input data products
onto the design panel and connecting them to the workow.

Once workow is composed and

saved, the scientist uses the Conguration component, which allows users to dene the cloud-
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related workow settings using a dialog window. First, the user selects among the available cloud
providers (e.g., AWS, FutureGrid, Rackspace, etc.). Then he chooses the number of nodes and an
instance type for each node. To help the user make the decision, the system dynamically updates
the estimated running time of the workow as well as estimated cost given the current conguration.
Once resources are chosen, the user presses the Run workow button which sends a request to
the Workow Engine to run the workow.

The latter forwards provisioning-related information

to the Cloud Resource Manager that provisions virtual machines (slave nodes) according to the
user's request.

Once requested VMs have been provisioned, the Workow Engine executes the

workow. This user-friendly interface addresses several challenges outlined earlier, namely platforms
heterogeneity challenge (connecting to the cloud and resource provisioning), as well as resource
selection challenge. The system contains the functionality to connect to dierent clouds, provision
and select resources thereby freeing the user from having to do it manually.
The Workow Engine is a central subsystem enabling workow execution. Its architecture is
shown in Fig. 5.3b. The Translator module is responsible for producing executable representations
of workows (in the case of DATAVIEW these are Java objects) from the specications written
in our XML-based SWL language (Scientic Workow Language). These specications are stored
in the Workow Specication Repository. Workow Conguration Management module captures
required cloud-related settings to run the workow. These include the type of scheduler being used
(HEFT, CPOP, etc.), number and types of nodes in the cloud, and mapping of each component to
the node where it is scheduled to execute. As these settings are specic to each workow and even
to each workow run and thus are dynamically changed, they are stored in memory. At runtime,
the Workow Conguration Management module stores the schedule. For example, the schedule
for the workow shown in Fig. 5.1 is as follows:

{
"Component2VMmap":{
"ExtrGasBrk":"VM1",
"AnalyzeGasBrk":"VM1",
"ExtrSpeedup":"VM2",
"AnalyzeSpeedup":"VM2",
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"ExtrBrkngTurns":"VM3",
"AnalyzeBrkngTurns":"VM3",
"ComposeProfile":"VM1",
"ComputeGrade":"VM1"
},
"dependencies":[
"ComputeGrade":"Apache Mahout 0.9"
]
}
Dataow management moves data products within a virtual machine to ensure that every
component receives each of its input data products as soon as it is produced by an upstream
component. Once all input data are available, the component executes. After component execution
is nished, its output data are passed to component-consumers (downstream components) and
those of them that are ready (i.e. all input data products are available) are executed. The process
continues until all components execute, or until there are no components that are ready to execute.
The latter occurs when, say one of the components fails. The EBS Volume Management module
leverages Elastic Block Storage volumes to reduce workow running time. EBS volumes [119] are
raw block devices that can be attached to running VM instances. For example, consider a sample

1

2

workow scheduled to run in the cloud using three virtual machines in Fig. 5.3d VM , VM , and

3

VM , as shown in Fig. 5.1. Suppose the AnalyzeGasBrk component produced a large output le on
VM

1 that needs to be moved to the VM2 where ComposeProle

is scheduled to execute. Instead of

1

sending a large le over the network, the system attaches an EBS volume to VM , stores output of

1

2

AnalyzeGasBrk on that volume, detaches the volume from VM , and attaches the volume to VM ,
avoiding copying the le over the network altogether. Thus, the EBS Volume Management addresses
the distributed computing challenge (supplying big data products to consumer components).
The Prole Tracker module captures execution times of each component as well as the
corresponding runtime performance context during workow run. The runtime performance context
describes factors aecting component's running time, such as the size and le type of each input
data product, the instance type of virtual machine where component is running (e.g., m3.xlarge,
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c2.xlarge, etc.), and the usage of CPU and memory by this component. This information is persisted
in Runtime Performance Logs Storage.

This also addresses the distributed computing challenge

(logging & workow monitoring).
When the user attempts to schedule a workow, the Runtime Behavior Analytics module
uses runtime performance context of each workow component to predict its running time and the
overall workow running time and cost, for the run conguration selected by the user (i.e. the number and types of virtual servers). Runtime Behavior Analytics also enables guided semi-automated
cloud resource selection by generating hints suggesting possible improvements the user can make to
reduce running time. For example, if certain component is CPU-intensive, the system may suggest
using compute optimized instances such as c2.xlarge, over the general purpose m3.xlarge to improve
performance. Runtime Behavior Analytics relies on prole information collected previously to make
such predictions and generate hints.

Due to the nature of big data workows decisions on the

number and types of instances are of great importance as they dramatically aect workow running
time. Our semi-automated scheduling process partially addresses the resource selection challenge.
The Provenance Collector captures data derivation history in appropriate format, such as
OPMO [124] and sends it to the Provenance Manager to be stored. This addresses the provenance
collection aspect of the distributed computing challenge.
The Elastic Resource Management (ERM) module intelligently requests to provision and
terminate virtual resources (such as VMs and storage volumes) before, during, and after workow
execution, based on the workow schedule, i.e. based on the current needs of the workow. As the
need to provision additional resources or terminate existing idle resources may arise during workow
execution, the ERM module consults with Runtime Behavior Analytics to determine the optimal
time to send the provisioning/termination request.
shown in Fig. 5.3.

For example, consider the montage workow

As the workow execution proceeds, the number of parallel branches in the

workow changes from four (initially), to ve, to four, and to one.

The user chooses to run the

workow with ve virtual machines. The ERM module initially provisions four VMs (VM1 , VM2 ,

VM3 , and VM4 ), before adding a fth VM (VM5 ). During the workow execution, ERM requests
provisioning of the fth VM (VM5 ), before mDiFit is ready to execute, to account for the time
it takes to provision VM5 . ERM module relies on the information provided by Runtime Behavior
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Analytics to determine at what point in time to send the provisioning request for VM5 .

This is

done to avoid a pause in workow execution. Once the mFitExec task completes, Runtime Behavior
Analytics determines whether it is benecial to terminate only VM5 and keep VM1 , VM2 , VM3 ,
and VM4 for the sake of executing four instances of mBgExec in parallel, or to terminate all VMs
except VM1 and provision three new VMs once the execution reaches to mBgExec. Once mBgExec
completes, all VMs except VM1 are terminated. Dynamically increasing and decreasing the amount
of virtual resources in this way allows to save cost during a workow execution.
The Workow Monitoring subsystem keeps track of the statuses of individual components
such as initialized, executing, nished, error. Oftentimes, one or several of the intermediate
components of the workow may fail and workow re-run is needed. To save time, it is helpful to
pick up workow execution from where it was left after the partially successful run. Keeping track
of which components have successfully nished and produced output data enables such smart reruns. The monitoring information is sent from each component to the master node. Besides smart
re-run, workow monitoring is crucial as it enables proling (capturing component performance
information), logging and debugging.

Thus, the Workow Monitoring subsystem addresses the

logging/monitoring aspect of the distributed computing challenge.
The Data Product Management subsystem stores all data products used in workows. Initially, all data products reside on the master node.

Those data products that are used by slave

nodes are sent to the corresponding VMs before the workow execution begins. This addresses the
distributed computing challenge (passing data products to consumer components).
The Provenance Management subsystem is responsible for storing, browsing, and querying
workow provenance.
The Task Management subsystem enables executing heterogeneous atomic tasks such as
Web services and scripts.
The Cloud Resource Management (CRM) subsystem plays a key role in provisioning, cataloging, conguring, and terminating virtual resources in the cloud.

Its architecture is shown in

Fig. 5.3c.
The CRM subsystem consists of seven modules. The VM Provisioning module is responsible
for creating virtual machines from images saved beforehand. These images include the DATAVIEW
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Kernel needed to run workows. Machine Image Management maintains a catalogue of machine images (e.g., Amazon and Eucalyptus Machine Images, or AMIs and EMIs respectively) and metadata
for each image. These metadata along with all other metadata about available virtual resources are
stored in Virtual Resources Catalogue, which addresses the resource volatility challenge (cataloging
virtual resources). The machine image metadata include operating system, cloud provider, cloud
platform, dependencies satised in the image, libraries and software installed, etc., and looks as
follows:

{
"ami-f1536798":{
"os":"Ubuntu server x64 12.04",
"provider":"aws",
"platform":"ec2",
"dependencies":[
"python 3.3.3",
"Apache Mahout 0.9",
...
]
},

"emi-1C8C3ADF":{
"os":"Red Hat Linux",
"provider":"futuregrid",
"platform":"eucalyptus",
"dependencies":[
"perl 5.18.2",
"R 3.0.2",
...
]
},
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...
}
The system relies on these metadata and on the schedule to determine which machine image
to use when provisioning a VM to run a particular component.

For example, when provisioning

VM for the ComputeGrade component, the system will choose an image containing the Apache
Mahout â a required software to compute the driver's grade. In this way the system ensures that
the provisioned virtual machines have correct execution environment to run workow components,
which addresses challenge resource volatility challenge (environment setup).
While VM images provide a reliable solution for managing dependencies, in many cases,
it is possible to package software components in lightweight containers, managed by the docker
platform [120].

Docker containers package a piece of software, including code, runtime, system

tools and libraries, i.e. everything that is needed for successful execution. Thus, docker containers
guarantee that the software will run in any environment that has the docker platform installed. To
leverage the docker platform for dependency management, we propose two modules - Docker Image
Management and Container Provisioning. The Docker Image Management module allows to create
lightweight docker images, capturing all the dependencies and libraries that a workow component
relies on. The docker images are often orders of magnitude smaller in size than the equivalent VM
images. For example, the base Ubuntu image available on the Docker Hub, a registry for docker
images, is only 188 Mb in size. In contrast, the size of an Ubuntu image available in Amazon EC2
cloud is 8Gb.
Consider a workow in Fig. 5.2 that creates a mosaic of sky images. Each component of
this workow relies on montage software for performing its computations. Whenever a component
is scheduled to run on a VM, the Container Provisioning module will create a docker container
inside this VM, using appropriate docker image, i.e. one that contains montage software. Thus,
the workow component can execute successfully. This eliminates the need to create a large VM
image. In the context of running big data workows in the cloud, using docker images for managing
dependencies provides three important advantages:
1. Lightweight support of a large number of diverse components that require a broad range of
libraries, software packages, and environment variables.
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2. Better reuse of idle virtual machines. If a spare VM is available that lacks certain dependencies
to run a workow component, container(s) featuring the required packages can be deployed
in this VM to enable its reuse.
3. Isolation of each component's dependencies. Multiple docker containers can be deployed inside
a VM, with each container's dependencies being fully isolated from other containers. This
is crucial when two or more components with conicting sets of dependencies are scheduled
to run on the same VM. Some components, for example, may require dierent versions of
python. Therefore, using docker images also improves resource utilization.

In situations when docker containers cannot be employed (e.g., for Windows-based workow
components), the traditional VM images must be used.
The EBS Volume Provisioning module creates block storage volumes used by the EBS Volume Management module of the Workow Engine to eciently move big data in the cloud, which
addresses distributed computing challenge (passing data products to consumers). Once an EBS volume is created and attached to the running instance, it generally requires formatting, an operation
that can take up to several minutes. To avoid such a delay, DATAVIEW relies on snapshots that
already contain le system to create EBS Volumes. For this purpose, CRM contains the Snapshot
Management module that maintains a list of volume snapshots in the Virtual Resource Catalogue.
Snapshot Management is responsible for updating the list and for communicating to the EBS Volume
Provisioning module which snapshot is needed for a particular workow. S3 Provisioning persists
output data products to ensure that after slave nodes are terminated, the data are still available.
This addresses the resource volatility challenge (persisting output data products).
VM Access Management module captures information required for accessing virtual machines, such as credentials, security keys, paths to the DATAVIEW system folders, environment
variable names, etc.

5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we rst identied ve key challenges of running big data workows in
the cloud.

Second, we proposed a generic implementation-independent system architecture that

provides guidance for dierent implementations of BDWFMSs in the cloud and addresses most of
the challenges discussed. Given the pressing need for new approaches and systems to analyze big
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data, we envision that both the challenges we identied and the architecture we proposed will serve
as an important reference point for future research in the eld of big data workows.
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CHAPTER 6: DATAVIEW: BIG DATA WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
In this chapter we present our DATAVIEW system that allows users to design, save, and
execute big data workows in the cloud.

DATAVIEW delivers a specic instance of our generic

architecture dened in the previous chapters.

Besides, DATAVIEW validates our architectural

solution. In Section 6.1 we present the details of DATAVIEW implementation. Next, in Section 6.2
we discuss our case study from an automotive domain.

We then present our case study from

astronomy domain in Section 6.3. We have also presented experimental results of transferring large
les in the cloud in Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

6.1 DATAVIEW Implementation in the Cloud
We implemented the proposed DATAVIEW architecture as a Web-based application, written
in Java. DATAVIEW extends our VIEW SWFMS with additional subsystems to orchestrate big
data workows. To test our implementation and validate our proposed architecture we have deployed
DATAVIEW in Amazon EC2 [119] as well as the Futuregrid's Eucalyptus and Openstack [121]. We
ran several workows in these cloud environments. As the results were similar in dierent cloud
environments, here we report the results obtained in the Amazon EC2.
We ran a big data workow from the automotive domain in the Amazon EC2 cloud. The
implementation and case study show how our architecture addresses the platform heterogeneity,
resource volatility, and distributed computing challenges. We are extending our system functionality
to address the resource volatility challenge.
DATAVIEW is based on our earlier general purpose SWFMS called VIEW. It extends VIEW
with additional functionality that enables workow execution in the cloud environment, including
the new Workow Engine and Cloud Resource Manager (CRM) subsystems.

Fig. 6.1 shows the

Web-based GUI on DATAVIEW. Upon completing the workow design via DATAVIEW's intuitive
drag-and-drop interface, the user presses the Provision VMs button on the DATAVIEW toolbar
to allocate virtual machines for workow execution. The user species the number of VMs, and the
type of each machine using a dialog shown in Fig. 6.2.
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workflows
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Figure 6.1: The graphical user interface of our DATAVIEW system.
Our CRM subsystem programmatically provisions, congures, and terminates virtual resources (in the case of EC2 using AWS SDK for Java). To create slave nodes, we have registered in
the cloud several VM images with DATAVIEW Kernel.

6.2 Case Study: Analyzing Driving Competency from Vehicle Data
We have built a big data workow analyzing driver's competency on the road. Our workow,
(Fig. 5.1) takes as input dataset in the OpenXC format [122]. OpenXC is a platform that allows to
collect vehicle data while on the road, using a hardware module installed in the car. The collected
data includes steering wheel angle, vehicle speed, accelerator pedal position, brake pedal status, etc.
For our experiments we have created a synthetic dataset built from the real data recorded while
driving in Manhattan, NY [122].
Our dataset is equivalent to 1 hour worth of data, collected from 50 drivers making the
size of the input le 3Gb [104]. The workow derives competency of each driver based on: 1) How
often does the driver accelerate and then suddenly brakes?

(AnalyzeGasBrk ) 2) How smoothly

does the driver accelerate? (AnalyzeSpeedup ) and 3) How gradually does the driver brake before
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Figure 6.2: Provisioning virtual machines in DATAVIEW.
making a turn? (AnalyzeBrkngTurns ) Our workow rst extracts data related to acceleration and
braking, speedup, and braking before turns using ExtrGasBrk, ExtrSpeedup,and ExtrBrkngTurns
components. It then analyzes each of these three factors and derives a number characterizing each
of the three aspects of driving. The lower the number is the better the driver is at this aspect. Once
these three numbers are obtained for each driver, they are composed into a driving prole (csv
le) by the ComposeProle component. This prole is then passed to a ComputeGrade component,
which uses a classier called driver.model, built as a logistics regression using Apache Mahout.
The ComputeGrade module uses the classier to determine whether the driver has passed the
competenency test and produces a nal result of the workow â driving skill assessment report,
which is displayed in a pop-up window by DATAVIEW (Fig. 6.3). Although the version of statistical
analysis algorithms used in this study is relatively simple, we are currently improving its accuracy
to account for the ne nuances of the vehicle driving and developing more sophisticated algorithms
to assess the driving skill.

For the purpose of experiments and to better test our DATAVIEW

architecture in the cloud we have injected a dummy CPU-intensive code into the AnalyzeGasBrk,

AnalyzeSpeedup, and AnalyzeBrkngTurns components. In Fig. 6.4 we report the performance study
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot of the driving skill report from our big data workow in DATAVIEW.
results from running our scientic workow in the Amazon EC2.

Our system used the HEFT

Figure 6.4: Running big data workow from the automotive domain in Amazon EC2 cloud.
algorithm [125] to schedule the workow onto the VMs. As shown in Fig. 6.4, workow analysis
time decreases when more slave nodes involved in running the workow as more machines are used
to perform the same amount of data processing. As we explain in the next subsection, we ran the
workow in two modes: 1) moving the data to target virtual machines using traditional le transfer
protocol scp, and 2) moving the data using the proposed EBS volume movement technique. In the
rst case the total workow running time was 8,569, 6676, and 4253 seconds for one, two, and three
slave nodes respectively. When using our proposed technique the makespan decreased to 8391, 6047,
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and 3283 sec. for one, two, and three nodes respectively. Faster data movement technique reduced
the makespan in all three congurations. The time to provision VMs averaged at 27 seconds.

6.3 Case Study: Building Sky Image Mosaic

5

We have designed and ran montage workow from the astronomy domain , shown in Fig. 5.2.
We ran the workow in the Amazon EC2 cloud using our DATAVIEW system.

We successfully

executed the montage workow in a distributed fashion across ve virtual machines. The workow
creates a mosaic of astronomical images in the popular .ts format.

The MakeList component

helps wrap a set of images in a list structure. First, the mProjectPP component reprojects each
image to the scale dened in the FITS header template (template.hdr le).

Next, the mImgTbl

component extracts the FITS header geometry information from a set of les and creates an ASCII
image metadata table which is used by several of the other programs.

The mProjectPPmImgtbl

component, which consists of mProjectPP and mImgtbl, produces a pair of images: the reprojected
image and an area image. The area image goes through all the subsequent processing that the
reprojected image does, allowing it to be properly coadded at the end. Once the images.tbl le has
been produced by mMergeImgs, the mOverlaps component analyzes the image metadata table to
determine a list of overlapping images. Each image is compared with every other image to determine
all overlapping image pairs. A pair of images are deemed to overlap if any pixel around the perimeter
of one image falls within the boundary of the other image. The result is the dis.tbl le. Next,
the mDiFit function is called to calculate the dierence between a single pair of overlapping
images, and to t a plane to an image using least squares. After this, mDifExec creates a table of
image-to-image dierence parameters, stored in the ts.tbl le. The mBgModel function uses the
image-to-image dierence parameter table created by mDifExec to interactively determine a set of
corrections to apply to each image in order to achieve best global t. mAdd coadds the reprojected
images in an input list to form an output mosaic with FITS header keywords specied in a header
le. It creates two output les, one containing the coadded pixel values, and the other containing

5
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coadded pixel area values. Finally, the mJPEG function generates a JPEG image le from the .ts
le produced by mAdd.

Figure 6.5: Moving 3Gb dataset to the target VM.

6.4 Moving Big Data within the Cloud
We have implemented our proposed big data movement technique that supplies large les
to target VMs by attaching EBS volumes containing required les to the virtual machines that
consume these les. To test our technique we have measured the time to transfer our 3 Gb dataset
from one virtual machine to another when using traditional le transfer protocol and when using
our proposed technique. The results are shown in Fig. 6.5.
As the obtained results conrm, the proposed technique allows to transfer big data les
at reasonable rates even when network performance is limited. We assume that the EBS volume
used to supply data to the target virtual machine exists in the same region as the machine itself.
Since the region of the volume is specied explicitly at volume creation time and thus is in our
control, this assumption is easy to meet. The higher the fraction of data movement time is in the
overall execution time, the larger is the performance gain attained with our EBS volume movement
technique. This explains why the performance improvement is higher for three nodes than for two
or one node (Fig. 6.4), since more nodes require more data movement.
workows such performance gain is even larger.

For more data-intensive
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6.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented our DATAVIEW system which implements and validates our
reference architecture for running big data workows, proposed earlier. We have also discussed a
case study that illustrate the use of our DATAVIEW system when executing distributed workows
in the Amazon EC2 cloud.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Humanity is entering a new era, in which many spheres of human activity will be made more
intelligent with the help of big data. Intelligent use of big data will help revolutionize important
avenues of human society, including scientic research, education, healthcare, energy, environmental
science, urban planning, and transportation. However, making use of big data requires managing
terabytes and even petabytes of data, generated by billions of devices, products, and phenomena,
often in real time, in dierent protocols, formats and types. The volume, velocity, and variety of big
data, known as the 3 Vs, present formidable challenges, unmet by the traditional data management
approaches.
Traditionally, many data analyses have been accomplished using scientic workows, tools
for formalizing and structuring complex computational processes. While scientic workows have
been widely used in structuring complex scientic data analysis processes, few eorts have been
made to enable scientic workows to cope with the three big data challenges on the one hand, and
to leverage the dynamic resource provisioning capability of cloud computing to analyze big data on
the other hand.
In this dissertation, we rst proposed a formal approach to scientic workow verication.
My contributions include: 1) a scientic workow model, which captures critical aspects of a scientic workow, including its structure, constituent computational components, data products, data
channels, and data types, 2) an algorithm, called translateWorkow to translate a scientic workow
into an equivalent typed lambda expression, 3) a type system for scientic workows that allows to
reason about data channels in the workow, 4) the notion of subtyping in scientic workows, along
with the subtype relation, and the denition of a well-typed workow, all of which provide a formal
foundation for scientic workow verication, 5) two algorithms, subtype and typecheckWorkow,
that check whether two types belong to the subtype relation, and whether a workow is well-typed,
respectively, 6) an implementation of the proposed verication technique in our VIEW SWFMS.
Second, to facilitate workow composition, we proposed a typetheoretic approach to the
shimming problem in scientic workows, that occurs when connecting related, but incompatible
components. We reduced the shimming problem to a runtime coercion problem in the theory of type
systems. My contributions include: 1) the translateS function that generates coercions, or shims,
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that coerce (transform) data products into appropriate target data types, 2) the translateT function,
that translates a workow typing derivation into an expression, in which subtyping is replaced with
runtime coercions, thereby resolving the shimming problem automatically, 3) an implementation of
the proposed automated shimming technique, including the proposed translation functions, in our
VIEW system, and 4) two case studies that validate the proposed approach.
Third, we presented a reference architecture for running big data workows in the cloud. My
contributions include: 1) a number of identied key challenges for running big data workows in the
cloud, based on a thorough literature review and our experience in using the cloud infrastructure,
2) a generic implementation-independent system architecture that addresses these challenges, 3) a
data movement technique that leverages Elastic Block Store (EBS) volumes to transfer data across
virtual machines in the cloud.
Fourth, we developed a cloud-enabled big data wofklow management system, called DATAVIEW,
that delivers a specic implementation of the proposed architecture. To validate our proposed architecture we conducted a case study in which we designed and ran a big data workow in the
automotive domain using the Amazon EC2 cloud environment.
We foresee a number of improvements and extensions of this work in the future.

In the

following, I briey describe some of the problems I am particularly interested in.

A software infrastructure for collaborative data science using the scientic workow paradigm.

Extracting knowledge and value from big data requires leveraging diverse skills by

bringing together experts in the elds of databases, machine learning, visualization, and application
domains. Developing innovative and user-friendly software infrastructure to support collaborative
design of big data-oriented scientic workows by these stakeholders will create an important foundation for interdisciplinary research and facilitate innovation and discovery.
such an infrastructure is an extremely challenging problem.

However, designing

First, it is dicult to minimize the

energy and time spent by data scientists on a myriad of tedious housekeeping tasks, such as tuning database performance, provisioning a virtual cluster, and conguring analytic jobs (e.g. setting
the amount of memory of Spark workers). Second, scientic workows often need to analyze data
from multiple diverse sources, such as relational data, hdfs les, spreadsheets, data streams, S3
cloud storage and others. Seamless integration of these heterogeneous data sources is a complicated
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task. Finally, it is dicult to enable collaborative workow design while ensuring that users do not
step on each other's toes and do not duplicate each other's work. For example, user Joe deletes a
portion of the workow design, while at the same time user Mary inserts a new computational step
in the fragment deleted by Joe (before Joe hits save), which leads to two conicting versions of the
workow. Similarly, user Bill may spend hours building a visualization pipeline, not knowing that
user Leah has almost completed this task. I plan to 1) investigate a system architecture that would
enable collaborative workow design by providing interfaces and capabilities to support each of the
participants, e.g., a Weka-like drag-and-drop interface for machine learning pipelines, 2) develop an
abstraction layer that hides, as much as possible, the technical complexity of managing scientic
workows from the end users, e.g., a smart VM Provisioner that, given a workow, intelligently
provisions a cluster of virtual machines of optimal cpu-memory-storage conguration in Amazon
EC2, based on the cpu-memory-storage consumption of the constituent workow tasks, 3) leverage my background in workow shimming [99, 100] to automate data format transformations when
integrating data from diverse sources, 4) design a locking scheme for workow tasks to facilitate
granular concurrency control.

Provenance management in large-scale scientic workows.

The increasing scale

and complexity of scientic workows results in the growing amount of provenance metadata describing how each output data product was obtained.

The abundance of such metadata creates

a need for scalable approaches to store, and query provenance. I plan to investigate and compare
techniques for storing and querying scientic workow provenance using dierent distributed storage
systems.

Metadata management to support scientic workow monitoring.

Scientic work-

ows are often highly distributed and may consist of various heterogeneous components, including
cloud-based data analyses, Web services, local scripts, etc. It is crucial to be able to monitor execution of such workows, including the statuses of each computational component, e.g., pending,
in progress, nished, failed. The growing complexity and heterogeneity of scientic workows
makes it more dicult to eciently capture such information for all components. In the future, I
plan to investigate database design that would enable intelligent metadata management to support
monitoring of distributed heterogeneous scientic workows.
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APPENDIX A: WDSL SPECIFICATION FOR THE WS1 WEB SERVICE
<?xml

version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<wsdl:denitions

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

xmlns:ax23="http://services/xsd"
xmlns:ns="http://services" xmlns:wsaw="http://www.w3.org/2006/05/addressing/wsdl"
xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"
xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:soap12="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap12/"
xmlns:ns1="http://org.apache.axis2/xsd"
xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
targetNamespace="http://services">

<wsdl:documentation>
Please Type your service description here

</wsdl:documentation>

<wsdl:types>
<xs:schema

attributeFormDefault="qualied"

elementFormDefault="qualied"
targetNamespace="http://services/xsd">

<xs:complexType

name="dataBean">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="data"

nillable="true" type="ax23:dataT"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType

name="dataT">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="aexperimId"

nillable="true" type="xs:string"/>

<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="degree"
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type="xs:int"/>

<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="model"

nillable="true" type="ax23:modelT"/>

<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="pconcentr"

type="xs:oat"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType

name="modelT">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="response"

type="xs:double"/>

<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="zhillslope"

type="xs:double"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
<xs:schema

xmlns:ax24="http://services/xsd"

attributeFormDefault="qualied" elementFormDefault="qualied"
targetNamespace="http://services">

<xs:import

namespace="http://services/xsd"/>

<xs:element

name="WS1">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="input"

nillable="true" type="xs:string"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element

name="WS1Response">
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<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="return"

nillable="true" type="ax24:dataBean"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
</wsdl:types>
<wsdl:message
<wsdl:part

name="WS1Request">

name="parameters" element="ns:WS1"/>

</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message
<wsdl:part

name="WS1Response">

name="parameters" element="ns:WS1Response"/>

</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType

name="s1Tsc13PortType">

<wsdl:operation

name="WS1">

<wsdl:input

message="ns:WS1Request"

wsaw:Action="urn:WS1"/>

<wsdl:output

message="ns:WS1Response"

wsaw:Action="urn:WS1Response"/>

</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding

name="s1Tsc13Soap11Binding"

type="ns:s1Tsc13PortType">

<soap:binding

transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"

style="document"/>

<wsdl:operation

name="WS1">

<soap:operation

soapAction="urn:WS1" style="document"/>
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<wsdl:input>
<soap:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:binding

name="s1Tsc13Soap12Binding" type="ns:s1Tsc13PortType">

<soap12:binding

transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document"/>

<wsdl:operation

name="WS1">

<soap12:operation

soapAction="urn:WS1" style="document"/>

<wsdl:input>
<soap12:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap12:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:binding

name="s1Tsc13HttpBinding" type="ns:s1Tsc13PortType">

<http:binding

verb="POST"/>

<wsdl:operation

name="WS1">

<http:operation

location="WS1"/>

<wsdl:input>
<mime:content

type="text/xml" part="parameters"/>

</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<mime:content

type="text/xml" part="parameters"/>
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</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:service
<wsdl:port

name="s1Tsc13">

name="s1Tsc13HttpSoap11Endpoint"

binding="ns:s1Tsc13Soap11Binding">

<soap:address

location=

"http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/s1Tsc13.s1Tsc13HttpSoap11Endpoint/"/>

</wsdl:port>
<wsdl:port

name="s1Tsc13HttpSoap12Endpoint" binding="ns:s1Tsc13Soap12Binding">

<soap12:address
location="http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/s1Tsc13.s1Tsc13HttpSoap12Endpoint/"/>

</wsdl:port>
<wsdl:port

name="s1Tsc13HttpEndpoint" binding="ns:s1Tsc13HttpBinding">

<http:address

location=

"http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/s1Tsc13.s1Tsc13HttpEndpoint/"/>

</wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:denitions>
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APPENDIX B: WDSL SPECIFICATION FOR THE WS2 WEB SERVICE
<?xml

version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<wsdl:denitions

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"

xmlns:ns="http://services" xmlns:wsaw="http://www.w3.org/2006/05/addressing/wsdl"
xmlns:ax25="http://services/xsd" xmlns:mime="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/mime/"
xmlns:http="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/http/"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:soap12="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap12/"
xmlns:ns1="http://org.apache.axis2/xsd" xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
targetNamespace="http://services">

<wsdl:documentation>
Please Type your service description here

</wsdl:documentation>

<wsdl:types>
<xs:schema

attributeFormDefault="qualied" elementFormDefault="qualied"

targetNamespace="http://services/xsd">

<xs:complexType

name="dataT">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="degree" type="xs:int"/>

<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="model" nillable="true" type="ax25:modelT"/>

<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="pconcentr" type="xs:double"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType

name="modelT">

<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="response" type="xs:double"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>
<xs:schema

xmlns:ax26="http://services/xsd" attributeFormDefault="qualied"
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elementFormDefault="qualied" targetNamespace="http://services">

<xs:import

namespace="http://services/xsd"/>

<xs:element

name="WS2">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="data" nillable="true" type="ax26:dataT"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element

name="WS2Response">

<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element

minOccurs="0" name="return" type="xs:int"/>

</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
</wsdl:types>
<wsdl:message
<wsdl:part

name="WS2Request">

name="parameters" element="ns:WS2"/>

</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message
<wsdl:part

name="WS2Response">

name="parameters" element="ns:WS2Response"/>

</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType

name="s2Tsc9PortType">

<wsdl:operation

name="WS2">

<wsdl:input

message="ns:WS2Request" wsaw:Action="urn:WS2"/>

<wsdl:output

message="ns:WS2Response" wsaw:Action="urn:WS2Response"/>

</wsdl:operation>
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</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding

name="s2Tsc9Soap11Binding" type="ns:s2Tsc9PortType">

<soap:binding

transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document"/>

<wsdl:operation

name="WS2">

<soap:operation

soapAction="urn:WS2" style="document"/>

<wsdl:input>
<soap:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:binding

name="s2Tsc9Soap12Binding" type="ns:s2Tsc9PortType">

<soap12:binding

transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" style="document"/>

<wsdl:operation

name="WS2">

<soap12:operation

soapAction="urn:WS2" style="document"/>

<wsdl:input>
<soap12:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<soap12:body

use="literal"/>

</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:binding

name="s2Tsc9HttpBinding" type="ns:s2Tsc9PortType">

<http:binding

verb="POST"/>

<wsdl:operation

name="WS2">

<http:operation

location="WS2"/>
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<wsdl:input>
<mime:content

type="text/xml" part="parameters"/>

</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output>
<mime:content

type="text/xml" part="parameters"/>

</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:service
<wsdl:port

name="s2Tsc9">

name="s2Tsc9HttpSoap11Endpoint"

binding="ns:s2Tsc9Soap11Binding">

<soap:address

location=

"http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/s2Tsc9.s2Tsc9HttpSoap11Endpoint/"/>

</wsdl:port>
<wsdl:port

name="s2Tsc9HttpSoap12Endpoint" binding="ns:s2Tsc9Soap12Binding">

<soap12:address

location=

"http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/s2Tsc9.s2Tsc9HttpSoap12Endpoint/"/>

</wsdl:port>
<wsdl:port

name="s2Tsc9HttpEndpoint" binding="ns:s2Tsc9HttpBinding">

<http:address

location=

"http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/s2Tsc9.s2Tsc9HttpEndpoint/"/>

</wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:denitions>
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APPENDIX C: SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW LANGUAGE (SWL 2.0)
<?xml
<xsd:schema

version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

elementFormDefault="qualied" attributeFormDefault="unqualied">

<xsd:element

name="workowSpec">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="workow"

type="WorkowXMLElementType" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:complexType

name="WorkowXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="workowInterface" minOccurs="0">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="workowDescription"

type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" />

<xsd:element

name="inputPorts">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="inputPort"

type="PortXMLElementType" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

<xsd:element

name="inputParameter" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleContent>
<xsd:extension

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:attribute

name="name"
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type="xsd:string" use="required"/>

</xsd:extension>
</xsd:simpleContent>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="outputPorts">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="outputPort"

type="PortXMLElementType" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="number" type="xsd:int" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="workowBody">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:choice>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="baseWorkow"

type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="unary-construct">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
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<xsd:choice

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:element

name="map" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:attribute

name="mapPort" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="reduce" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:attribute

name="basePort" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:attribute

name="reducePort" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="tree" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:attribute

name="leftPort" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:attribute

name="rightPort" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="loop" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:attribute

name="loopPort" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:attribute

name="predicate" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="conditional" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:attribute

name="conditionalPort" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:attribute

name="predicate" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:complexType>
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</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="curry" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="inputMapping"

type="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

<xsd:element

name="assign"

type="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

<xsd:element

name="outputMapping"

type="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="curryPort" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:attribute

name="parameter" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:attribute

name="parameterType" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:choice>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="taskComponent">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:choice>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="wsdlURI" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="serviceName" type="xsd:string" />
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<xsd:element

name="operationName" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="directory" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="appName" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="executable" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="appName" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:choice>
<xsd:element

name="taskInvocation">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="operatingSystem">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="Windows" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Unix" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Linux" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Mac" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Unknown" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="invocationMode">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="Local" />
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<xsd:enumeration

value="Remote" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="interactionMode">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="Yes" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="No" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="invocationAuthentication" minOccurs="0">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="hostName" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="userName" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="password" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="taskType" use="required">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="WindowsApplication" />
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<xsd:enumeration

value="LinuxApplication" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="WebService" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="GridJob" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:attribute>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="T2W">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="inputs">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="input"

type="TaskPortMappingXMLElementType" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="outputs">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="output"

type="TaskPortMappingXMLElementType" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
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</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="workowGraph">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="workowInstances">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="workowInstance"

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="workow"

type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="id"

type="xsd:string" use="required" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="dataChannels">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="dataChannel"

type="DataChannelXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
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</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="dataProductsToPorts" minOccurs="0">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="inputDP2PortMapping"

type="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

<xsd:element

name="outputDP2PortMapping"

type="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="G2W" minOccurs="0">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="inputMapping"

type="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

<xsd:element

name="outputMapping"

type="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="builtin" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
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</xsd:choice>
<xsd:attribute

name="mode" use="required">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="unary-construct-based" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="primitive" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="graph-based" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="builtin" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:attribute>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="name" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:attribute

name="root" type="xsd:boolean"/>

</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="PortXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="portID" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="portName" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="portType">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="String" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Decimal" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Integer" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="NonPositiveInteger" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="NegativeInteger" />
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<xsd:enumeration

value="NonNegativeInteger" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedLong" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedInt" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedShort" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedByte" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="PositiveInteger" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Double" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Float" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Long" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Int" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Short" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Byte" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Boolean" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Uri" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Blob" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Date" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="List" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Uri" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="File" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="RelationBase" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="CollectionBase" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Object" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="portParameter" type="xsd:string" minOccurs="0" />

<xsd:element

name="portDescription" type="DescriptionXMLElementType"

minOccurs="0" />

</xsd:sequence>
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</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="TaskPortMappingXMLElementType">

<xsd:attribute

name="id" type="xsd:string" use="required" />

<xsd:attribute

name="mode" type="xsd:string" use="required" />

<xsd:attribute

name="name" type="xsd:string" use="required" />

<xsd:attribute

name="type" type="xsd:string" use="required" />

</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType
<xsd:attribute

name="DataChannelXMLElementType">

name="type">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="OneToOneDataChannel" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="OneToManyDataChannel" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="ManyToOneDataChannel" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:attribute>
<xsd:attribute

name="from" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>

<xsd:attribute

name="to" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>

</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="WorkowPortMappingXMLElementType">

<xsd:attribute

name="from" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>

<xsd:attribute

name="to" type="xsd:string" use="required"/>

</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleType
<xsd:restriction

name="DescriptionXMLElementType">

base="xsd:string" />

</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:schema>
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APPENDIX D: DATA PRODUCT LANGUAGE (DPL 2.0)
<?xml
<xsd:schema

version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

elementFormDefault="qualied" attributeFormDefault="unqualied" version="1.0.0">

<xsd:element

name="dataProduct" type="DataProductXMLElementType" />

<xsd:complexType

name="DataProductXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="description" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="type">

<xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:restriction

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="ScalarValue" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="XmlElement" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="File" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="List" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Relation" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Collection" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="data" type="DataXMLElementType" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="name" />

</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="DataXMLElementType">

<xsd:choice>
<xsd:element

name="scalarValue" type="ScalarValueXMLElementType" />

<xsd:element

name="xmlElement" type="XmlElementXMLElementType" />

<xsd:element

name="blob" type="xsd:base64Binary" />
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<xsd:element

name="list" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="relation" type="RelationXMLElementType" />

<xsd:element

name="collection" type="CollectionXMLElementType" />

</xsd:choice>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="ScalarValueXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="scalarType" type="ScalarDataTypeEnumeration" />

<xsd:element

name="value" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:simpleType
<xsd:restriction

name="ScalarDataTypeEnumeration">

base="xsd:string">

<xsd:enumeration

value="String" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Decimal" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Integer" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="NonPositiveInteger" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="NegativeInteger" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="NonNegativeInteger" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedLong" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedInt" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedShort" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="UnsignedByte" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="PositiveInteger" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Double" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Float" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Long" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Int" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Short" />
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<xsd:enumeration

value="Byte" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Boolean" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Uri" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Blob" />

<xsd:enumeration

value="Date" />

</xsd:restriction>
</xsd:simpleType>
<xsd:complexType
<xsd:sequence
<xsd:element

name="ListXMLElementType">

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded">

name="dataProduct" type="DataProductXMLElementType" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="XmlElementXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="value" type="xsd:string"/>

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="RelationXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="schema">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence
<xsd:element

maxOccurs="unbounded">

name="column" type="DataColumnXMLElementType" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:choice>
<xsd:element

name="instance">

<xsd:complexType>
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<xsd:sequence
<xsd:element

maxOccurs="unbounded">

name="row" type="DataRowXMLElementType" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="count" type="xsd:integer" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="DBEntry">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="dbName" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="tableName" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:choice>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="DataColumnXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="columnName" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="columnType" type="ScalarDataTypeEnumeration" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType
<xsd:sequence
<xsd:element

name="DataRowXMLElementType">

maxOccurs="unbounded">

name="dataElement" type="xsd:string" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="CollectionXMLElementType">
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<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="schema">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence
<xsd:element

maxOccurs="unbounded">

name="key" type="KeyXMLElementType" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="nodeSchema">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence
<xsd:element

maxOccurs="unbounded">

name="column" type="DataColumnXMLElementType" />

</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element

name="instance">

<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence
<xsd:element

maxOccurs="unbounded">

name="pair" type="PairXMLElementType" />

</xsd:sequence>
<xsd:attribute

name="count" type="xsd:integer" />

</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="KeyXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="keyName" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:element

name="keyType" type="ScalarDataTypeEnumeration" />
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</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
<xsd:complexType

name="PairXMLElementType">

<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element

name="key" type="xsd:string" />

<xsd:choice>
<xsd:element

name="relation" type="RelationXMLElementType" />

<xsd:element

name="collection" type="CollectionXMLElementType" />

</xsd:choice>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:schema>
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Humanity is rapidly approaching a new era, where every sphere of activity will be informed
by the ever-increasing amount of data. Making use of big data has the potential to improve numerous avenues of human activity, including scientic research, healthcare, energy, education, transportation, environmental science, and urban planning, just to name a few. However, making such
progress requires managing terabytes and even petabytes of data, generated by billions of devices,
products, and events, often in real time, in dierent protocols, formats and types.

The volume,

velocity, and variety of big data, known as the 3 Vs, present formidable challenges, unmet by the
traditional data management approaches. Traditionally, many data analyses have been performed
using scientic workows, tools for formalizing and structuring complex computational processes.
While scientic workows have been used extensively in structuring complex scientic data analysis
processes, little work has been done to enable scientic workows to cope with the three big data
challenges on the one hand, and to leverage the dynamic resource provisioning capability of cloud
computing to analyze big data on the other hand.
In this dissertation, to facilitate ecient composition, verication, and execution of distributed large-scale scientic workows, we rst propose a formal approach to scientic workow
verication, including a workow model, and the notion of a well-typed workow. Our approach
translates a scientic workow into an equivalent typed lambda expression, and typechecks the
workow. We then propose a typetheoretic approach to the shimming problem in scientic workows, which occurs when connecting related but incompatible components. We reduce the shimming
problem to a runtime coercion problem in the theory of type systems, and propose a fully automated
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and transparent solution. Our technique algorithmically inserts invisible shims into the workow
specication, thereby resolving the shimming problem for any well-typed workow. Next, we identify a set of important challenges for running big data workows in the cloud. We then propose a
generic, implementation-independent system architecture that addresses many of these challenges.
Finally, we develop a cloud-enabled big data workow management system, called DATAVIEW,
that delivers a specic implementation of our proposed architecture. To further validate our proposed architecture, we conduct a case study in which we design and run a big data workow from
the automotive domain using the Amazon EC2 cloud environment.
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